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Doctor of Philosophy

Abstract

I argue that the intersection of deep learning, hierarchical reinforcement learning, and

generative models provides a promising avenue towards building agents that learn to
produce goal-directed behavior given sensations. I present models and algorithms that
learn from raw observations and will emphasize on minimizing their sample complexity
and number of training steps required for convergence. To this end, I introduce
hierarchical variants of deep reinforcement learning algorithms, which produce and
utilize temporally extended abstractions over actions. I also present a hybrid model-
free and model-based deep reinforcement learning model, which can also be potentially

used to automatically extract subgoals for bootstrapping temporal abstractions. I will
then present a model-based approach for perception, which unifies deep learning and
probabilistic models, to learn powerful representations of images without labeled data

or external rewards.
Learning goal-directed behavior with sparse and delayed rewards is a fundamental

challenge for reinforcement learning algorithms. The primary difficulty arises due
to insufficient exploration, resulting in an agent being unable to learn robust value
functions. I present the Deep Hierarchical Reinforcement Learning (h-DQN) approach,
which integrates hierarchical value functions operating at different time scales, along
with goal-driven intrinsically motivated behavior for efficient exploration. Intrinsically
motivated agents can explore new behavior for its own sake rather than to directly

solve problems. Such intrinsic behaviors could eventually help the agent solve tasks

posed by the environment. h-DQN allows for flexible goal specifications, such as

functions over entities and relations. This provides an efficient space for exploration

in complicated environments. I will demonstrate h-DQN's ability to learn optimal

behavior given raw pixels in environments with very sparse and delayed feedback.

I will then introduce the Deep Successor Reinforcement (DSR) learning approach.

DSR is a hybrid model-free and model-based RL algorithm. It learns the value function
of a state by taking the inner product between the state's expected future feature
occupancy and the corresponding immediate rewards. This factorization of the value
function has several appealing properties - increased sensitivity to changes in the
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reward structure and potentially the ability to automatically extract subgoals for
learning temporal abstractions.

Finally, I argue for the need for better representations of images, both in rein-
forcement learning tasks and in general. Existing deep learning approaches learn
useful representations given lots of labeled data or rewards. Moreover, they also
lack the inductive biases needed to disentangle causal structure in images such as -
objects, shape, pose and other intrinsic scene properties. I present generative models
of vision, often referred to as analysis-by-synthesis approaches, by combining deep
generative methods with probabilistic modeling. This approach aims to learn struc-
tured representations of images given raw observations. I argue that such intermediate
representations will be crucial to scale-up deep reinforcement learning algorithms, and
to bridge the gap between machine and human learning.

Thesis Supervisor: Joshua B. Tenenbaum
Title: Paul E. Newton Career Development Professor of Cognitive Science and Com-
putation
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List of Figures

1-1 Thesis Overview: I present agents that learn to produce goal-directed

behavior from pixels. This is achieved by algorithms that learn spatio-

temporal representations from raw experiences. I also present model-

based approaches for perception, which will be increasingly important

for building goal seeking agents. (a) In chapter 2, I present the Deep

Hierarchical Reinforcement learning approach (h-DQN), which inte-

grates multiple value functions operating at different time scales, to

enable efficient policy learning in complex environments. (b) In chapter

3, I present a hybrid model-free and model-based RL approach called

the Deep Successor Reinforcement learning algorithm (DSR). DSR has

several appealing properties - rapid sensitivity to distal changes in

rewards and ability to extract subgoals from experiences. DSR could

also be plugged directly into h-DQN for hierarchical RL. (c) Due to

the sparse and delayed reward problem in RL, it can be difficult to

learn features from images. Unsupervised deep learning, probabilis-

tic generative models and their combinations can be utilized to build

structured generative models that produce powerful representations of

images. I present analysis-by-synthesis based approaches (also referred

to as inverse graphics) for perception (chapter 4&5). . . . . . . . . . 25
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2-1 Overview: The agent produces actions and receives sensory observa-

tions. Separate deep-Q networks are used inside the meta-controller

and controller. The meta-controller that looks at the raw states and pro-

duces a policy over goals by estimating the value function Q2(st, gt; 02)

(by maximizing expected future extrinsic reward). The controller takes

in states and the current goal, and produces a policy over actions by

estimating the value function Q2(st, at; 01, gt) to solve the predicted goal

(by maximizing expected future intrinsic reward). The internal critic

checks if goal is reached and provides an appropriate intrinsic reward

to the controller. The controller terminates either when the episode

ends or when g is accomplished. The meta-controller then chooses a

new g and the process repeats. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 42

2-2 A stochastic decision process where the reward at the terminal state s1

depends on whether s6 is visited (r = 1) or not (r = 1/100). . . . . . 46

2-3 Average reward for 10 runs of our approach compared to Q-learning. . 47

2-4 Number of visits (for states S3 to s6 ) averaged over 1000 episodes. The

initial state is S2 and the terminal state is s. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 47

2-5 (a) A sample screen from the ATARI 2600 game called 'Montezuma's

Revenge'. (b) Architecture: DQN architecture for the controller (Qi).

A similar architecture produces Q2 for the meta-controller (without

goal as input). In practice, both these networks could share lower level

features but we do not enforce this. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 48
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2-6 Results on Montezuma's Revenge: These plots depict the joint

training phase of the model. As described in Section 2.3.2, the first

training phase pre-trains the lower level controller for about 2.3 million

steps. The joint training learns to consistently get high rewards after

additional 2 million steps as shown in (a). (b) Goal success ratio:

The agent learns to choose the key more often as training proceeds and

is successful at achieving it. (c) Goal statistics: During early phases

of joint training, all goals are equally preferred due to high exploration

but as training proceeds, the agent learns to select appropriate goals

such as the key and bottom-left door. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 51

2-7 Sample gameplay by our agent on Montezuma's Revenge: The

four quadrants are arranged in a temporally coherent manner (top-

left, top-right, bottom-left and bottom-right). At the very beginning,

the meta-controller chooses key as the goal (illustrated in red). The

controller then tries to satisfy this goal by taking a series of low level

actions (only a subset shown) but fails due to colliding with the skull

(the episode terminates here). The meta-controller then chooses the

bottom-right ladder as the next goal and the controller terminates after

reaching it. Subsequently, the meta-controller chooses the key and the

top-right door and the controller is able to successfully achieve both

these goals. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 52

2-8 Sample gameplay by our agent on Montezuma's Revenge with

finer tim e resolution . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 53
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3-1 Model Architecture: DSR consists of: (1) feature branch fo (CNN)

which takes in raw images and computes the features <0, (2) successor

branch u,, which computes the SR ms,,a for each possible action a E A,

(3) a deep convolutional decoder which produces the input reconstruc-

tion st and (4) a linear regressor to predict instantaneous rewards at St.

The Q-value function can be estimated by taking the inner-product of

the SR with reward weights: Qr(s, a) maa - w............. 56

3-2 Environments: (left) MazeBase [133] map where the agent starts at

an arbitrary location and needs to get to the goal state. The agent

gets a penalty of -0.5 per-step, -1 to step on the water-block (blue) and

+1 for reaching the goal state. The model observes raw pixel images

during learning. (center) A Doom map using the VizDoom engine

[71] where the agent starts in a room and has to get to another room

to collect ammo (per-step penalty = -0.01, reward for reaching goal =

+1). (right) Sample screen-shots of the agent exploring the 3D maze. 64

3-3 Average trajectory of the reward (left) over 100k steps for the grid-

world maze. (right) over 180k steps for the Doom map over multiple

ru n s. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 64

3-4 Changing the value of the distal reward: We train the model

to learn the optimal policy on the maze shown in Figure 3-2. After

convergence, we change the value of the distal reward and update the

Q-value for the optimal action at the origin (bottom-left corner of the

maze). In order for the value function to converge again, the model only

needs to update the linear weights w given the new external rewards. 65
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3-5 Subgoal extraction on grid-world: Given a random policy, we train

DSR until convergence and collect a large number of sample transitions

and their corresponding successor representations as described in sec-

tion 3.4. We apply a normalized cut-based algorithm on the SRs to

obtain a partition of the environment as well as the bottleneck states

(which correspond to goals) (a) Subgoals are states which separate

different partitions of the environments under the normalized-cut algo-

rithm. Our approach is able to find reasonable subgoal candidates. (b)

Partitions of the environment reflect latent structure in the environment. 66

3-6 Subgoal extraction on the Doom map The subgoals are extracted

using the normalized cut-based algorithm on the SR. The SR samples

are collected based on a random policy. The subgoals mostly correspond

to the rooms' entrances in the common area between the rooms. Due

to random policy, we sometimes observe high variance in the subgoal

quality. Future work should address robust statistical techniques to

obtain subgoals, as well as non-parametric approaches to obtaining

flexible number of subgoals. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 67
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4-1 Overview: (a) All models share a common template; only the scene descrip-

tion S and image ID changes across problems. Every probabilistic graphics

program f defines a stochastic procedure that generates both a scene de-

scription and all the other information needed to render an approximation

IR of a given observed image ID. The program f induces a joint proba-

bility distribution on these program traces p. Every Picture program has

the following components. Scene Language: Describes 2D/3D scenes and

generates particular scene related trace variables SP E p during execution.

Approximate Renderer: Produces graphics rendering IR given SP and

latents XP for controlling the fidelity or tolerance of rendering. Represen-

tation Layer: Transforms ID or IR into a hierarchy of coarse-to-fine image

representations v(ID) and v(IR) (deep neural networks [82, 76], contours [29]

and pixels). Comparator: During inference, IR and ID can be compared us-

ing a likelihood function or a distance metric A (as in Approximate Bayesian

Computation [152]). (b) Inference Engine: Automatically produces a

variety of proposals and iteratively evolves the scene hypothesis S to reach a

high probability state given ID. (c): Representative random scenes drawn

from probabilistic graphics programs for faces, objects, and bodies. .... 71
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4-2 Picture code illustration for 3D face analysis: Modules from Figure 4-la,b

are highlighted in bold. Running the program unconditionally (by removing

observe's in code) produces random faces as shown in Figure 4-1c. Running

the program conditionally (keeping observe's) on ID results in posterior infer-

ence as shown in Figure 4-3. The variables MU, PC, EV correspond to the

mean shape/texture face, principal components, and eigenvectors respectively

(see [105] for details). These arguments parametrize the prior on the learned

shape and appearance of 3D faces. The argument VERTEXORDER

denotes the ordered list of vertices to render triangle based meshes. The

observe directive constrains the program execution based on both the pixel

data and CNN features. The infer directive starts the inference engine with

the specified set of inference schemes (takes the program trace, a callback

function CB for debugging, number of iterations and inference schemes). In

this example, data-driven proposals are run for a few iterations to initialize

the sampler, followed by slice sampling moves to further refine the high

dimensional scene latents. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 73

4-3 Inference on representative faces using Picture: We tested our ap-

proach on a held-out dataset of 2D image projections of laser-scanned faces

from [105]. Our short probabilistic program is applicable to non-frontal faces

and provides reasonable parses as illustrated above using only general-purpose

inference machinery. For quantitative metrics, refer to section 4.4.1. .... 74

4-4 Formal Summary: The scene S can be conceptualized as a program

that describes the structure of known or unknown number of objects,

texture-maps, lighting and other scene variables. The symbol T denotes

the number of times the program f is executed to generate data-driven

proposals (see section 4.3.2 for details). The rendering differentiator

produces gradients of the program density with respect to continuous

variables Sreai in the program. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 77

4-5 Helmholtz Proposals. (a) Training Phase. (b) Testing Phase . . . . . . . 82
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4-6 The effect of adding data-driven proposals for 3D face program: A

mixture of automatically learned data-driven proposals and elliptical slice

proposals significantly improves speed and accuracy of inference over a pure

elliptical slice sampler. We ran 50 independent chains for both approaches

and show a few sample trajectories as well as the mean trajectories (in bold). 83

4-7 Quantitative and qualitative results for 3D human pose program:

Refer to supplementary Figure 4 for the probabilistic program. We quantita-

tively evaluate the pose program on a dataset collected from various sources

such as KTH [1191, LabelMe [113] images with significant occlusion in the

"person sitting" category and the Internet. On the given dataset, as shown

in the error histogram in (a), our model is more accurate on average than

just using the DPM based human pose detector [157]. The histogram shows

average error for all methods considered over the entire dataset separated

over each body part. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 88

4-8 Illustration of data-driven proposal learning for 3D human-pose

program: (a) Random program traces sampled from the prior during

training. The colored stick figures are the results of applying DPM pose

model on the hallucinated data from the program. (b) Representative test

image. (c) Visualization of the representation layer v(ID). (d) Result

after inference. (e) Samples drawn from the learned bottom-up proposals

conditioned on the test image are semantically close to the test image and

results are fine-tuned by top-down inference to close the gap. As shown

on the log-l plot, we run about 100 independent chains with and without

the learned proposal. Inference with a mixture kernel of learned bottom-up

proposals and single-site MH consistently outperforms baseline in terms of

both speed and accuracy..... .... ...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . 89
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4-9 Qualitative and quantitative results of 3D object reconstruction

program: Refer to supplementary Figure 3 for the probabilistic program.

Top: We illustrate a typical inference trajectory of the sampler from prior to

the posterior on a representative real world image. Middle: Qualitative re-

sults on representative images. Bottom: Quantitative results in comparison

to 151. For details about the scoring metrics, refer to section 4.4.3. . . . . 90

5-1 Model Architecture: Deep Convolutional Inverse Graphics Network

(DC-IGN) has an encoder and a decoder. We follow the variational

autoencoder [72] architecture with variations. The encoder consists of

several layers of convolutions followed by max-pooling and the decoder

has several layers of unpooling (upsampling using nearest neighbors)

followed by convolution. (a) During training, data x is passed through

the encoder to produce the posterior approximation Q(zilx), where zi

consists of scene latent variables such as pose, light, texture or shape.

In order to learn parameters in DC-IGN, gradients are back-propagated

using stochastic gradient descent using the following variational object

function: -log(P(xlzi))+KL(Q(zilx)IP(zi)) for every zi. We can force

DC-IGN to learn a disentangled representation by showing mini-batches

with a set of inactive and active transformations (e.g. face rotating,

light sweeping in some direction etc). (b) During test, data x can be

passed through the encoder to get latents zi. Images can be re-rendered

to different viewpoints, lighting conditions, shape variations, etc by

setting the appropriate graphics code group (zi), which is how one

would manipulate an off-the-shelf 3D graphics engine. . . . . . . . . . 93

5-2 Structure of the representation vector. # is the azimuth of the

face, a is the elevation of the face with respect to the camera, and cL

is the azimuth of the light source. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 94
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5-3 Training on a minibatch in which only #, the azimuth angle

of the face, changes. During the forward step, the output from each
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

The science of intelligence is about the construction, analysis, and understanding of

agents behaving in peculiar ways in different environments. Intelligence is multifaceted

and encompasses many notions like induction, logic, perception, learning, problem

solving, intrinsic motivation, knowledge representations and more. Ultimately, any

theory of intelligence must formalize all of these facets within a coherent mathematical

framework. Why does an agent need to posses or manifest all of these capabilities? It

can be argued that it enables the agent to solve many goals in many environments.

The ability to perceive is one of the first capabilities that a human-like agent

must possess. What are the models and algorithms that can learn state abstractions

from raw sensations? Second, how can an agent learn higher levels of representations

to solve many goals in a diverse set of environments? Existing learning algorithms

are inferior than the way humans learn. Humans can learn autonomously, while

using much less sample complexity [83], and they are also able to effectively transfer

knowledge between tasks.

In this thesis, I take modest steps towards building more powerful perception and

control systems that learn from experiences. I develop joint perception and control

models, which learn spatio-temporal representations of pixels to produce goal-directed

behavior. There has been remarkable progress in deep learning approaches, which
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learn abstract features given image, speech and text data [851. There has also been lots

of progress in learning goal-directed behavior using reinforcement learning algorithms

[134]. These two disparate threads have been recently unified [49, 74, 94, 123] under

the umbrella of so called deep reinforcement learning (deep RL) approaches. However,

existing deep RL approaches struggle given sparse and delayed feedback, are slow to

adapt to changes in rewards, and do not successfully make use of temporally extended

abstractions over actions. In chapters 2&3, I present models to alleviate some these

issues. See Figure 1-la&b for an overview.

Finally, efficient goal learning mandates good representations of images. Although

deep learning approaches such as Convolutional Neural Nets (CNNs) [84] provide a

reasonable state abstractions, it is imperative to build systems that disentangle the

causal structure in images to scale up deep RL approaches. In chapter 4&5, I present

model-based approaches for perception, by combining ideas from unsupervised deep

learning, probabilistic generative models, and computer graphics. See Figure 1-1c for

an overview.

My working hypothesis is that by combining deep learning, hierarchical reinforce-

ment learning and probabilistic generative modeling, it is possible to start building

more human-like agents that learn to perceive and produce optimal behaviors towards

solving goals.

1.2 Building Features, Theories or Explanations from

Visual Observations

There is a long history of trying to understand what it means to "see" in philosophy

and science. I take a pre-dominantly computational perspective and discuss two

of the most appealing conceptual frameworks - (1)Bottom-up Empirical Regressors:

sensory information passes through a series of computational processes to give rise to

increasingly complex features and (2) Model or theory building (analysis-by-synthesis):

a top-down computational process which iteratively refines itself to best explain in-
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Figure 1-1: Thesis Overview: I present agents that learn to produce goal-directed

behavior from pixels. This is achieved by algorithms that learn spatio-temporal

representations from raw experiences. I also present model-based approaches for

perception, which will be increasingly important for building goal seeking agents.

(a) In chapter 2, 1 present the Deep Hierarchical Reinforcement learning approach

(h-DQN), which integrates multiple value functions operating at different time scales,

to enable efficient policy learning in complex environments. (b) In chapter 3, I

present a hybrid model-free and model-based RL approach called the Deep Successor

Reinforcement learning algorithm (DSR). DSR has several appealing properties -

rapid sensitivity to distal changes in rewards and ability to extract subgoals from

experiences. DSR could also be plugged directly into h-DQN for hierarchical RL.

(c) Due to the sparse and delayed reward problem in RL, it can be difficult to learn

features from images. Unsupervised deep learning, probabilistic generative models and

their combinations can be utilized to build structured generative models that produce

powerful representations of images. I present analysis-by-synthesis based approaches

(also referred to as inverse graphics) for perception (chapter 4&5).
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coming sensory information, often taking aid from bottom-up computational processes

for inference.

1.2.1 Bottom-up Approach to Perception

Deep learning has led to remarkable breakthroughs in learning hierarchical represen-

tations of images. Models such as CNNs, Restricted Boltzmann Machines [53, 114],

and Auto-encoders [10, 148] have been successfully applied to produce multiple layers

of increasingly abstract feature representations. These techniques have been used to

solve a variety of tasks including: object recognition [761, machine translation and

reinforcement learning [94, 123, 931. However, coming up with the best representation

for any given task is still an open question, especially in the absence of labeled data

or when the environment provides sparse and delayed rewards.

Various work [11, 17, 40, 1071 has been done on the theory and practice of represen-

tation learning, and from this work a consistent set of desiderata for representations

have emerged: invariance, interpretability, abstraction, and disentanglement. In

particular, Bengio et al. [11] propose that a disentangled representation is one for

which changes in the encoded data are sparse over real-world transformations; that is,

changes in only a few latents at a time should be able to represent sequences which

are likely to happen in the real world.

1.2.2 Analysis-by-Synthesis: Top-down Approach to Percep-

tion

Perhaps the oldest philosophical foundation for analysis-by-synthesis came from David

Hume. Hume argued that ideas are mental images and minds only have indirect access

to reality. Another early account was proposed by Hermann von Helmholtz in his

book titled Treatise on physiological optics [149]. Helmholtz describes the nature of

perception as -

"The general rule determining the ideas of vision that are formed whenever an

impression is made on the eye, with or without the aid of optical instruments, is that
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such objects are always imagined as being present in the field of vision as would have

to be there in order to produce the same impression on the nervous mechanism, the

eyes being used under ordinary normal conditions ".

There is evidence that our own visual system seems to interpret sensory information

via model building. The most notable evidence comes from optical illusions developed

by Louis Necker [101j, Friedrich Schumann 1121], Gaetano Kanizsa [69] and others. A

person watching the Necker cube can observe the two different 3D interpretations from

the same 2D image. This suggests the presence of a top-down processes attempting to

explain the incoming sensory information. In the Kanizsa triangle experiment, this

top-down process is even more profound as the subject undergoing the experiment

can hallucinate triangle edges that do not even exist in the original image.

The idea of analysis-by-synthesis was revived by Dayan et. al. [23] via a model

termed as the Helmholtz Machine. This paper highlights the idea of self-supervised

learning that relates the function of bottom-up and top-down cortical processing

pathways. In this model, a feed-forward neural network takes in sensory data and

produces a hierarchy of neural activations. A top-down generative network uses

these hypothesized neural states to re-produce observations. In this way, the model

uses iterative feed-forward passes and top-down synthesis to learn a compressed

representation of data. After learning, the top layer of the model disentangles hidden

factors of variations within data.

The Helmholtz Machine uses a neural network to model the top-down generative

process. Although neural networks can approximate any computable continuous

functions [19], there are no formal guarantees on the learnability of a network's weights

for a specified task. Therefore, there is no a-priori reason to believe that a simple

feed-forward decoder used in the Helmholtz Machine model can efficiently represent

the generative process.

In order to create more flexible vision models, a powerful and principled conceptual

framework is that of "vision as inverse graphics" (inverse graphics). Computer graphics

depicts the process of going from structured description of scenes to image data. The

task of vision can be though.of as running this process backwards. Given observations,
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we are typically interested in obtaining the hidden properties of the scene including

- number of objects, shape, texture, lighting, orientation, mass, etc. The field of

computer graphics has seen rapid growth over the last few decades [62] and provides

powerful and flexible graphics simulators that are very much relevant for the goal of

inverse-graphics. Moreover, the idea of co-ordinate frames to relate whole-to-parts in

graphics is crucial if we want our vision systems to have strong generalization properties

[55]. There has been a lot of progress in parametric 3D shape models [4, 33, 13] and

procedural graphics [1121. The insights from computer graphics will likely accelerate

progress in analysis-by-synthesis, by providing new ideas for flexible model classes and

constraints on the structure of generative models.

Computer vision began with approaches in a similar vein, especially the work of

Larry Roberts who argued that "the perception of solid objects is a process which

can be based on the properties of three-dimensional transformations and the laws

of nature" [68]. More recently, probabilistic generative models for a range of image

parsing tasks have been explored [144, 24, 145, 160, 153]. These provide an appealing

avenue for integrating top-down constraints with bottom-up processing, and provide

an inspiration for the inverse graphics approach. But like traditional bottom-up

pipelines for vision, these approaches have relied on considerable problem specific

engineering, chiefly to design and/or learn custom inference strategies, such as MCMC

proposals [145, 1601 that incorporate bottom up cues. Other combinations of top

down knowledge with bottom up processing have been remarkably powerful [59].

For example, [58] has shown that global, 3D geometric information can significantly

improve the performance of bottom-up object detectors. What's needed are automatic

modeling and inference techniques to scale-up these approaches for richer visual

reasoning tasks.

In chater 4, I present Picture, a probabilistic programming framework for visual

scene perception. A picture program induces a probability distribution over visual

scenes and applies a general-purpose inference algorithm for image scene interpretation.

In order to scale up probabilistic inference, I develop inference amortization algorithms

using deep neural networks.
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Probabilistic generative models make it easy to express computations with compo-

sitional structure. However, this flexibility comes at a price - the programmer needs

to express a lot of the structure and therefore it is harder to scale these approaches

with increasing computation. In the final parts of my thesis, I develop models that

combine the best of both worlds - take the compositional ideas from probabilistic

generative models and use them to design structured deep generative models.

One of the first analysis-by-synthesis style neural network model was the Boltzmann

machine [1], which was later constrained to layer-wise connections for tractability

and termed as restricted boltzmann machines [56]. Since then, there have been

plenty of papers on using encoder-decoder style architectures for unsupervised feature

learning [108, 56]. In more recent work, structured deep generative models have been

designed to disentangle multiple factors of variations such as - intrinsic images [1391,

objects [31, 61, 42], attention-based models to handle affine transformations [63], 3D

transformations [82, 151, 156, 161].

In chapter 5, I present a new neural network based analysis-by-synthesis approach

for learning interpretable features called the Deep Convolutional Inverse Graphics

Network (DC-IGN) [82]. DC-IGN factors out latent factors such as 3D pose and

lighting given contiguous frames of images. In the future, it will be crucial to use such

structured generative models within deep RL for scaling it to handle more complex

learning problems. Current deep RL agents spend most of their time on learning

a visual system rather than higher level representations useful for learning policies.

Deep generative models along with weakly supervised methods can greatly aid in

pre-training a visual system before solving the reinforcement learning problem.

1.3 Learning Goal-directed Behavior

The ultimate objective of an agent could be formulated as the maximization of its

expected utility function given observations. Utility theory dates back to work by

Von Neumann and Morgenstern, where they defined rational actions for a decision-

making agent. They made the observation that ideal decisions are actions that
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maximize an agent's expected utility. As utility and probability theory developed,

probabilistic approaches dominated mainstream Al field in the late 1980s. This led

to the development of probabilistic graphical models [106, 73], ultimately leading

to several advances in approximate inference techniques, probabilistic programming,

structure learning and probabilistic approaches for decision making under uncertainty.

A historical overview of probabilistic approaches in decision making is summarized in

[36, 38].

1.3.1 Reinforcement Learning

In a separate line of work, the field of reinforcement learning (RL) was taking shape

motivated by the same questions but stemming from Psychology and Neuroscience.

Some of the earliest work dates back to Thorndike's work on behavioral conditioning

[141], Bellman's work on optimal control theory [9], Minsky's work on SNARCs

(Stochastic Neural-Analog Reinforcement Calculators), and many others. Sutton

& Barto's textbook on RL [134] provides a detailed historical overview of the field.

Between 1970-80 [134], Sutton & Barto developed temporal-difference (TD) learning

algorithms, inspired by the notion of secondary reinforcers. Watkin [150] then made

the significant contribution of integrating TD learning with optimal control algorithms,

to develop Q-learning.

From a theoretical perspective, a series of papers [110, 116] bridged reinforcement

learning with universal induction as an idealized model of intelligence. One such

idealized model is called AIXI; it maximizes the expected cumulative rewards received

from the environment. At each time step, it checks every possible program, evaluates

the possible reward achieved conditioned on an action, weighs the future reward by the

program's Kolmogorov complexity (description length) and then selects the best action

by averaging contributions from all the programs. However, AIXI is incomputable but

there have been computable approximations of the model [147]. The constraint on

description length of the program in AIXI effectively places an inductive bias to prefer

programs with a lower Kolmogorov complexity. This is directly related to the problem

of induction. Induction can be defined as the process of drawing 'best' conclusions
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from a set of observations [110]. Probabilistic generative models described in chapters

4&5 share the same goal - producing compact programs that can reproduce all of the

given observations.

In 1990s, there was an explosion of work in combining linear function approxi-

mations with TD learning algorithms [671. These ideas were generalized much later,

when researchers started combining deep neural networks with reinforcement learn-

ing. One of the first empirical work was presented in [49], where the authors used

evolutionary approaches to train a neural network to play Atari games. In a similar

vein, [741 developed a reinforcement learning agent that learns to play a car racing

games from raw pixels. Subsequently, [941 presented an impressive demonstration of

deep reinforcement learning on Atari games, where the agent surpassed human-level

performance on several of the games. More recently, many other approaches have

emerged in the deep reinforcement learning literature including asynchronous actor

critic methods [93]. policy gradient methods [120, 52] . However, existing approaches

suffer when the rewards are sparse and delayed. This makes it hard for the agent to

efficiently explore the environment for learning robust value functions. These models

also lack strong generalization properties across tasks (transfer learning) and their

learning curves are significantly worse than humans [83].

1.3.2 Hierarchies in Reinforcement Learning

One of the main ideas to mitigate some of these problems was to use temporal

abstractions in RL. Sutton et al.[136] proposed the options framework, which involves

abstractions over the space of actions. At each step, the agent chooses either a one

step "primitive" action or a "multi-step" action policy (option). Each option defines a

policy over actions (either primitive or other options) and can be terminated according

to a stochastic function. Thus, the traditional MDP setting can be extended to a

semi-Markov decision process (SMDP) with the use of options. Recently, several

methods have been proposed to learn options in real-time by using varying reward

functions [1381 or by composing existing options [128). Value functions have also been

generalized to consider goals along with states [115]. This universal value function
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V(s, g; 6) provides an universal option that approximately represents optimal behavior

towards the goal g.

Other related work for hierarchical formulations include the model of Dayan

and Hinton [22] which consisted of "managers" taking decisions at various levels of

granularity, percolating all the way down to atomic actions made by the agent. The

MAXQ framework [27] built up on this work to decompose the value function of

an MDP into combinations of value functions of smaller constituent MDPs, as did

Guestrin et al.[47] in their factored MDP formulation.

Singh et al.[127 explored agents with intrinsic reward structures in order to learn

generic options that can apply to a wide variety of tasks. Using a notion of "salient

events" as sub-goals, the agent can learn options to get to such events. In the context

of hierarchical RL, Goel and Huber [391 discuss a framework for subgoal discovery

using the structural aspects of a learned policy model.

1.3.3 Intrinsic Motivation

The issue of sparse and delayed rewards is also related to the notion of intrinsic

motivation in Al and Psychology. Intrinsically motivated agents can explore new

behavior for its own sake rather than to directly solve problems. Such intrinsic

behaviors could eventually help the agent solve tasks posed by the environment.

The nature and origin of supposedly good intrinsic reward functions is an open

question in reinforcement learning. Oudeyer et al. categorized intrinsic motivation

into three different models - knowledge based models, competence based models and

morphological models [103j.

Knowledge based models of intrinsic motivation relies on an error signal (value

error, learning progress, reward error etc.) to build a pseudo-reward functions. Schmid-

huber [1171 provided a coherent formulation of knowledge based intrinsic motivation,

which is measured by the improvements to a predictive world model made by the

learning algorithm. Mohamed and Rezende [95] have recently proposed a notion of

intrinsically motivated learning within the framework of mutual information maxi-

mization. Frank et al. [351 demonstrated the effectiveness of artificial curiosity using
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information gain maximization in a humanoid robot. Bellemare et al. [8] proposed a

count-based model for training deep RL agents to facilitate deep exploration.

There has also been work on formulating intrinsic rewards from an evolutionary

perspective. In another paper, Singh et al.[126] take an evolutionary perspective to

optimize over the space of reward functions for the agent, leading to the notion of

extrinsically and intrinsically motivated behavior.

The nature and origin of intrinsic rewards in humans is a thorny issue but there

are some notable insights from existing literature, especially related to the space

of competence based models of intrinsic motivation. There is converging evidence

in developmental psychology that human infants, primates, children, and adults in

diverse cultures base their core knowledge on certain cognitive systems including -

entities, agents and their actions, numerical quantities, space, social-structures and

intuitive theories [129, 83]. Even newborns and infants seem to represent the visual

world in terms of coherent visual entities, centered around spatio-temporal principles of

cohesion, continuity, and contact. They also seem to explicitly represent other agents,

with the assumption that an agent's behavior is goal-directed and efficient. Infants

can also discriminate relative sizes of objects, relative distances and higher order

numerical relations such as the ratio of object sizes. During curiosity-driven activities,

toddlers use this knowledge to generate intrinsic goals such as building physically

stable block structures. In order to accomplish these goals, toddlers seem to construct

sub-goals in the space of their core knowledge, such as - putting a heavier entity on

top of (relation) a lighter entity in order to build tall blocks. I will primarily focus on

hierarchical RL models of this nature. However, knowledge based and competence

based models are complementary and should be combined.

1.3.4 Extracting subgoals to build options

As described in section , there are many ways to think about intrinsic rewards -

subgoals in the space of < object1, relation, object2 >, decomposition of the SR

representation, communication from other agents, goal embedding predicted from

another value network, and more. Within a hierarchical RL framework, intrinsic
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rewards in the space of subgoals can then be defined and a lower level controller can

learn to solve these subgoals. In Chapter 2, I present Deep Hierarchical Reinforcement

Learning (h-DQN), which learns hierarchical values functions over subgoals to enable

efficient goal driven exploration.

Knowledge of space can also be utilized to learn a hierarchical decomposition

of spatial environments, where the bottlenecks between different spatial groupings

correspond to sub-goals. This has been explored in Neuroscience with the successor

representation, which represents a value function in terms of the expected future state

occupancy. Decomposition of the successor representation (SR) yields reasonable

sub-goals for spatial navigation problems [21, 37, 130]. Botvinick et al.[16] have written

a general overview of hierarchical reinforcement learning in the context of cognitive

science and neuroscience. In Chapter 3, I present a generalization of SR, called the

Deep Successor Reinforcement Learning, which combines deep neural networks with

SR to learn robust value functions.

I demonstrate that under a random policy, we can learn the SR representation

and extract subgoals by using the normalized cut algorithm [1221. Random walk in

the the environment induces a graph structure of states clustered with respect to

their corresponding state abstractions. The bottleneck states connecting the cluster

pair can be thought of as plausible subgoal candidates. One of the earliest work in

automatic subgoal discovery is presented in csimcsek2005identifying. In this work, a

collection of state trajectories were considered and subgoals were extracted using the

normalized cuts algorithm [122].

1.4 Summary of Contributions

My objective was to explore two main questions: (1) How does an agent build compact

descriptions of visual scenes from experiences, and (2) how can it effectively use and

fine tune these representations, along with learning temporal abstractions for efficient

goal driven exploration to produce behavior? My contributions can be summarized as

follows:
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1.4.1 Integrating Perception and Control

" Deep Hierarchical Reinforcement Learning with Intrinsic Motivation:

Learning goal-directed behavior in environments with sparse feedback is a major

challenge for reinforcement learning algorithms. The primary difficulty arises

due to insufficient exploration, resulting in an agent being unable to learn robust

value functions. Intrinsically motivated agents can explore new behavior for its

own sake rather than to directly solve problems. Such intrinsic behaviors could

eventually help the agent solve tasks posed by the environment.

I present hierarchical-DQN (h-DQN), a framework to integrate hierarchical

value functions, operating at different temporal scales, with competence based

intrinsically motivated deep reinforcement learning. A top-level value function

learns a policy over intrinsic goals, and a lower-level function learns a policy

over atomic actions to satisfy the given goals. h-DQN allows for flexible goal

specifications, such as functions over entities and relations. This provides an

efficient space for exploration in complicated environments.

Paper: Kulkarni, T.D., Narasimhan, K.R., Saeedi, A. and Tenenbaum, J.B.,

2016. Hierarchical Deep Reinforcement Learning: Integrating Temporal Abstrac-

tion and Intrinsic Motivation. arXiv preprint arXiv:1604.06057.

" Deep Successor Reinforcement Learning:

Learning robust value functions given raw observations and rewards is possible

with model-free and model-based deep reinforcement learning algorithms. There

is a third alternative, called Successor Representations (SR), which decomposes

the value function into two components - a reward predictor and a successor map.

The successor map represents the expected future state occupancy from any given

state and the reward predictor maps states to scalar rewards. The value function

of a state can be computed as the inner product between the successor map

and the reward weights. This disentanglement of the value function separates

knowledge about the world from that of goals, which is a crucial property for

transfer learning of policies.
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I present DSR, which generalizes SR within an end-to-end deep reinforcement

learning framework. DSR has several appealing properties including: increased

sensitivity to distal reward changes due to factorization of reward and world

dynamics, and the ability to extract bottleneck states (subgoals) given successor

maps trained under a random policy.

Paper: Deep Successor Reinforcement Learning. Under Submission. NIPS

2016.

1.4.2 Towards more structured models of perception

The papers that I published relevant to this section are - [78, 82, 79, 81, 151, 911.

" Unified framework for analysis-by-synthesis:

I shall lay out a conceptual and theoretical framework to cast the problem of

vision as the inverse of computer graphics. Inverse graphics is a conceptual

framework for analysis-by-synthesis where graphics simulations define the gen-

erative process. I shall lay out the foundations for defining the scene model,

approximate rendering, representation layers for comparing hypotheses with

observations and a general-purpose inference layer for interpretation.

" Design and implementation of a probabilistic programming language

for scene perception: I design and experiment with a general-purpose proba-

bilistic language for visual scene perception. This language unifies the process

of expressing generative vision models, probabilistic inference techniques, and

data-driven techniques for scaling up inference. I demonstrate this system on a

wide variety of tasks including: 3D face analysis, 3D body pose estimation, 3D

shape perception, solving CAPTCHA's, 3D road-lane estimation, etc.

" General-purpose inference algorithms: Due to the high-dimensional latent

space of typical probabilistic programs, inference is often intractable and requires

task specific updates for reliable mixing and convergence. I develop a host of

probabilistic inference algorithms to handle mixed discrete-continuous latent
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variables. I bridge the gap between neural networks and probabilistic programs by

using neural networks as a general-purpose scheme to amortize inference. I also

explore particle based techniques for variational inference to handle generative

processes with discrete latent variables.

* Learning structured deep generative models: Deep Neural Networks have

been successful at learning a mapping between input and target labels. However,

there has been relatively less success in trying to learn structured generative

models with neural networks. Moreover, the learnt representations of a neural

networks are often not interpretable and disentangled with respect to factors

of variations in the data. I present neural network architectures which learn

disentangled and interpretable generative models form image sequences. I

demonstrate the system for learning 3D generative models of faces and chairs.
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Chapter 2

Deep Hierarchical Reinforcement

Learning

2.1 Introduction

Learning goal-directed behavior with sparse feedback from complex environments is a

fundamental challenge for artificial intelligence. Learning in this setting requires the

agent to represent knowledge at multiple levels of spatio-temporal abstractions and

to explore the environment efficiently. Recently, non-linear function approximators

coupled with reinforcement learning [75, 94, 123] have made it possible to learn

abstractions over high-dimensional state spaces, but the task of exploration with

sparse feedback still remains a major challenge. Existing methods like Boltzmann

exploration and Thomson sampling [131, 102] offer significant improvements over

E-greedy, but are limited due to the underlying models functioning at the level of basic

actions. In this work, we propose a framework that integrates deep reinforcement

learning with hierarchical value functions (h-DQN), where the agent is motivated to

solve intrinsic goals (via learning options) to aid exploration. These goals provide for

efficient exploration and help mitigate the sparse feedback problem. Additionally, we

observe that goals defined in the space of entities and relations can help significantly

constrain the exploration space for data-efficient learning in complex environments.

Reinforcement learning (RL) formalizes control problems as finding a policy 7r
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that maximizes expected future rewards [134]. Value functions V(s) are central to

RL, and they cache the utility of any state s in achieving the agent's overall objective.

Recently, value functions have also been generalized as V(s, g) in order to represent the

utility of state s for achieving a given goal g E G [135, 115]. When the environment

provides delayed rewards, we adopt a strategy to first learn ways to achieve intrinsically

generated goals, and subsequently learn an optimal policy to chain them together.

Each of the value functions V(s, g) can be used to generate a policy that termi-

nates when the agent reaches the goal state g. A collection of these policies can be

hierarchically arranged with temporal dynamics for learning or planning within the

framework of semi-Markov decision processes [136, 138. In high-dimensional problems,

these value functions can be approximated by neural networks as V(s, g; 6).

We propose a framework with hierarchically organized deep reinforcement learning

modules working at different time-scales. The model takes decisions over two levels of

hierarchy - (a) the top level module (meta-controller) takes in the state and picks a

new goal, (b) the lower-level module (controller) uses both the state and the chosen

goal to select actions either until the goal is reached or the episode is terminated. The

meta-controller then chooses another goal and steps (a-b) repeat. We train our model

using stochastic gradient descent at different temporal scales to optimize expected

future intrinsic (controller) and extrinsic rewards (meta-controller). We demonstrate

the strength of our approach on problems with long-range delayed feedback: (1) a

discrete stochastic decision process with a long chain of states before receiving optimal

extrinsic rewards and (2) a classic ATARI game ('Montezuma's Revenge') with even

longer-range delayed rewards where most existing state-of-art deep reinforcement

learning approaches fail to

2.2 Model

Consider a Markov decision process (MDP) represented by states s E S, actions a E A,

and transition function T : (s, a) -+ s'. An agent operating in this framework receives

a state s from the external environment and can take an action a, which results in a
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new state s'. We define the extrinsic reward function as F: (s) -+ R. The objective

of the agent is to maximize this function over long periods of time. For example, this

function can take the form of the agent's survival time or score in a game.

Agents Effective exploration in MDPs is a significant challenge in learning good

control policies. Methods such as c-greedy are useful for local exploration but fail to

provide impetus for the agent to explore different areas of the state space. In order to

tackle this, we utilize a notion of goals g E g, which provide intrinsic motivation for

the agent. The agent focuses on setting and achieving sequences of goals in order to

maximize cumulative extrinsic reward.

We use the temporal abstraction of options [136] to define policies 7rg for each

goal g. The agent learns these option policies simultaneously along with learning the

optimal sequence of goals to follow. In order to learn each 7r., the agent also has a

critic, which provides intrinsic rewards, based on whether the agent is able to achieve

its goals (see Figure 5-1).

Temporal Abstractions As shown in Figure 5-1, the agent uses a two-stage hier-

archy consisting of a controller and a meta-controller. The meta-controller receives

state st and chooses a goal gt E Q, where g denotes the set of all possible current goals.

The controller then selects an action at using st and gt. The goal gt remains in place

for the next few time steps either until it is achieved or a terminal state is reached.

The internal critic is responsible for evaluating whether a goal has been reached and

providing an appropriate reward rt(g) to the controller. The objective function for

the controller is to maximize cumulative intrinsic reward: Rt(g) = E ' '-t(g).

Similarly, the objective of the meta-controller is to optimize the cumulative extrinsic

reward Fe = Et tyt'-ft,, where ft are reward signals received from the environment.

One can also view this setup as similar to optimizing over the space of optimal

reward functions to maximize fitness [125]. In our case, the reward functions are

dynamic and temporally dependent on the sequential history of goals. Figure 5-1

provides an illustration of the agent's use of the hierarchy over subsequent time steps.
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Figure 2-1: Overview: The agent produces actions and receives sensory observations.
Separate deep-Q networks are used inside the meta-controller and controller. The
meta-controller that looks at the raw states and produces a policy over goals by
estimating the value function Q2(st, gt; 02) (by maximizing expected future extrinsic
reward). The controller takes in states and the current goal, and produces a policy
over actions by estimating the value function Q2 (st, at; 01, gt) to solve the predicted
goal (by maximizing expected future intrinsic reward). The internal critic checks if
goal is reached and provides an appropriate intrinsic reward to the controller. The
controller terminates either when the episode ends or when g is accomplished. The
meta-controller then chooses a new g and the process repeats.
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Deep Reinforcement Learning with Temporal Abstractions

We use the Deep Q-Learning framework [941 to learn policies for both the controller

and the meta-controller. Specifically, the controller estimates the following Q-value

function:

00
Q*(s, a; g) maxE[ E I st = s, at = a, gt g, 7ag]

7rg t'=t (2.1)

= max E[rt + -y maxaQ*(st+1, at+,; g) I st = s, at = a, g g, 7rag]
7ag

where g is the agent's goal in state s and rag = P(aIs, g) is the action policy.

Similarly, for the meta-controller, we have:

t+N

Q*(s, g) = max7 rgE ft, +y maxgQ*(st+N, 9) st = s, 9t = 9,7rg] (2.2)
t'=t

where N denotes the number of time steps until the controller halts given the current

goal, g' is the agent's goal in state St+N, and 7rg = P(gls) is the policy over goals. It

is important to note that the transitions (St, gt, ft, St+N) generated by Q2 run at a

slower time-scale than the transitions (st, at, gt, rt, st+i) generated by Q1.

We can represent Q*(s, g) ~~ Q(s, g; 0) using a non-linear function approximator

with parameters 0, called a deep Q-network (DQN). Each Q E {Qi, Q2} can be trained

by minimizing corresponding loss functions - L 1(01) and L2 (02). We store experiences

(st, gt, ft, St+N) for Q2 and (st, at, gt, rt, st+1) for Qi in disjoint memory spaces D and

D2 respectively. The loss function for Qi can then be stated as:

l01i =E(s,a,g,,s)-.Di [(Yi,i - Qi(s, a; 1',j, g)) 2], (2.3)

where i denotes the training iteration number and yi,i = r + -Y maxaQi (s', a'; i_1, g).

Following [94], the parameters 01,i_- from the previous iteration are held fixed

when optimising the loss function. The parameters 01 can be optimized using the
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gradient:

V1 L 1(1,)

= E(s,a,r,s/D) (r + -Y maXa'Q1(s, a; 01,i-1, g) - Q,(s, a; 01,i, g) V 01 Qi (s, a; 01,j, g

The loss function L2 and its gradients can be derived using a similar procedure.

Learning Algorithm We learn the parameters of h-DQN using stochastic gradient

descent at different time scales - experiences (or transitions) from the controller are

collected at every time step but experiences from meta-controller are only collected

when the controller terminates (i.e. when a goal is re-picked or the episode ends). Each

new goal g is drawn in an e-greedy fashion (Algorithms 4 & 2) with the exploration

probability E2 annealed as learning proceeds (from a starting value of 1).

In the controller, at every time step, an action is drawn with a goal using the

exploration probability El,g which is dependent on the current empirical success rate

of reaching g. The model parameters (01, 02) are periodically updated by drawing

experiences from replay memories D and D 2 ), respectively (see Algorithm 3).

2.3 Experiments

We perform experiments on two different domains involving delayed rewards. The

first is a discrete-state stochastic decision process with stochastic transitions, and the

second is an ATARI 2600 game called 'Montezuma's Revenge'.

2.3.1 Stochastic Decision Process with Delayed Rewards

Game Setup We consider a stochastic decision process where the extrinsic reward

depends on the history of visited states in addition to the current state. We selected

this task in order to demonstrate the importance of intrinsic motivation for exploration

in such environments.

There are 6 possible states and the agent always starts at s2 . The agent moves

left deterministically when it chooses left action; but the action right only succeeds
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Algorithm 1 Learning algorithm for h-DQN

1: Initialize experience replay memories {D , D2} and parameters {1, 02} for the
controller and meta-controller respectively.

2: Initialize exploration probability i,, = 1 for the controller for all goals g and
E2 = 1 for the meta-controller.

3: for i = 1, num_episodes do
4: Initialize game and get start state description s
5: g +- EPSGREEDY(S, g, C 2 , Q2)

6: while s is not terminal do
7: F- 0
8: SO S
9: while not (s is terminal or goal g reached) do

10: a +- EPSGREEDY({S, g}, A, 6 1,g, Qi)
11: Execute a and obtain next state s' and extrinsic reward f from environ-

ment
12: Obtain intrinsic reward r(s, a, s') from internal critic
13: Store transition ({s, g}, a, r, {s', g}) in D1

14: UPDATEPARAMS( 1 (61,j), D1)
15: UPDATEPARAMS(C 2 (0 2,i), D2 )
16: F - F + f
17: s s'
18: end while
19: Store transition (so, g, F, s') in D2
20: if s is not terminal then
21. 9 g- EPSGREEDY(s, G, E2, Q2)
22: end if
23: end while
24: Anneal 62 and adaptively anneal c1,g using average success rate of reaching

goal g.
25: end for

Algorithm 2 : EPSGREEDY(xBcQ)

1: if random() < e then
2: return random element from set B
3: else
4: return argmaxmEBQ(x, m)
5: end if

Algorithm 3 : UPDATEPARAMS(C, D)

1: Randomly sample mini-batches from D
2: Perform gradient descent on loss L(O) (cf. (2.2))
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50% of the time, resulting in a left move otherwise. The terminal state is si and the

agent receives the reward of 1 when it first visits s6 and then s1 . The reward for

going to si without visiting s6 is 0.01. This is a modified version of the MDP in [102],

with the reward structure adding complexity to the task. The process is illustrated in

Figure 2-2.

We consider each state as a possible
0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5

goal for exploration. This encourages the r=1/100 s, ",' s

agent to visit state S6 (whenever it is 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

chosen as a goal) and hence, learn the Figure 2-2: A stochastic decision process
where the reward at the terminal state s,

optimal policy. For each goal, the agent depends on whether s6 is visited (r = 1) or
receives a positive intrinsic reward if and not (r = 1/100).

only if it reaches the corresponding state.

Results We compare the performance of our approach (without the deep neural

networks) with Q-Learning as a baseline (without intrinsic rewards) in terms of the

average extrinsic reward gained in an episode. In our experiments, all E parameters

are annealed from 1 to 0.1 over 50,000 steps. The learning rate is set to 0.00025.

Figure 2-3 plots the evolution of reward for both methods averaged over 10 different

runs. As expected, we see that Q-Learning is unable to find the optimal policy even

after 200 epochs, converging to a sub-optimal policy of reaching state si directly to

obtain a reward of 0.01. In contrast, our approach with hierarchical Q-estimators

learns to choose goals S4, S5 or s6, which statistically lead the agent to visit S6 before

going back to si. Therefore, the agent obtains a significantly higher average reward of

around 0.13.

Figure 2-4 illustrates that the number of visits to states s3, 84, S, S6 increases with

episodes of training. Each data point shows the average number of visits for each

state over the last 1000 episodes. This indicates that our model is choosing goals in a

way so that it reaches the critical state s6 more often.
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Figure 2-3: Average reward for 10 runs of our approach compared to Q-learning.
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Figure 2-4: Number of visits (for states S3 to S6) averaged over 1000 episodes. The

initial state is S2 and the terminal state is si.

2.3.2 ATARI Game with Delayed Rewards

Game Description We consider 'Montezuma's Revenge', an ATARI game with

sparse, delayed rewards. The game (Figure 2-5(a)) requires the player to navigate

the explorer (in red) through several rooms while collecting treasures. In order to

pass through doors (in the top right and top left corners of the figure), the player has

to first pick up the key. The player has to then climb down the ladders on the right

and move left towards the key, resulting in a long sequence of actions before receiving

a reward (+100) for collecting the key. After this, navigating towards the door and

opening it results in another reward (+300).

Existing deep RL approaches fail to learn in this environment since the agent

rarely reaches a state with non-zero reward. For instance, the basic DQN 194] achieves

a score of 0 while even the best performing system, Gorila DQN [981, manages only

4.16 on average.
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Qi(s, a; g)
t

Linear
t

ReLU:Linear (h=512)

t
ReLU:Conv (filter:3, ftr-maps:64, strides: 1)

ReLU:Conv (filter:4, ftr-maps:64, strides:2)

ft IL
ReLU:Conv (filter:8, ftr-maps:32, strides:4)

t
(b) image (s) + goal (g)

Figure 2-5: (a) A sample screen from the ATARI 2600 game called 'Montezuma's

Revenge'. (b) Architecture: DQN architecture for the controller (Q1). A similar

architecture produces Q2 for the meta-controller (without goal as input). In practice,
both these networks could share lower level features but we do not enforce this.

Setup The agent needs intrinsic motivation to explore meaningful parts of the scene

before it can learn about the advantage of getting the key for itself. Inspired by

the developmental psychology literature [1291 and object-oriented MiDPs [28], we use

entities or objects in the scene to parameterize goals in this environment. Unsupervised

detection of objects in visual scenes is an open problem in computer vision, although

there has been recent progress in obtaining objects directly from image or motion

data [34, 31, 42]. In this work, we built a custom object detector that provides

plausible object candidates. The controller and meta-controller are convolutional

neural networks (see Figure 2-5(b)) that learn representations from raw pixel data.

We use the Arcade Learning Environment [7] to perform experiments.

The internal critic is defined in the space of (entityi, relation, entity2 ), where

relat ion is a function over configurations of the entities. In our experiments, the agent

is free to choose any entity2 . For instance, the agent is deemed to have completed

a goal (and receives a reward) if tie agent entity reaches another entity such as the

door. Note that this notion of relational intrinsic rewards can be generalized to other

settings. For instance, in the ATARI game 'Asteroids', the agent could be rewarded

when the bullet reaches the asteroid or if simply the ship never reaches an asteroid.

In the game of 'Pacman', the agent could be rewarded if the pellets on the screen
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are reached. In the most general case, we can potentially let the model evolve a

parameterized intrinsic reward function given entities. We leave this for future work.

Model Architecture and Training As shown in Figure 2-5b, the model consists

of stacked convolutional layers with rectified linear units (ReLU). The input to the

meta-controller is a set of four consecutive images of size 84 x 84. To encode the

goal output from the meta-controller, we append a binary mask of the goal location

in image space along with the original 4 consecutive frames. This augmented input

is passed to the controller. The experience replay memories D1 and D2 were set to

be equal to 1E6 and 5E4 respectively. We set the learning rate to be 2.5E-4, with

a discount rate of 0.99. We follow a two phase training procedure - (1) In the first

phase, we set the exploration parameter 62 of the meta-controller to 1 and train the

controller on actions. This effectively leads to pre-training the controller so that it

can learn to solve a subset of the goals. (2) In the second phase, we jointly train the

controller and meta-controller.

Results Figure 2-6(a) shows reward progress from the joint training phase from

which it is evident that the model starts gradually learning to both reach the key and

open the door to get a reward of around +400 per episode. As shown in Figure 2-6(b),

the agent learns to choose the key more often as training proceeds and is also successful

at reaching it. As training proceeds, we observe that the agent first learns to perform

the simpler goals (such as reaching the right door or the middle ladder) and then

slowly starts learning the 'harder' goals such as the key and the bottom ladders,

which provide a path to higher rewards. Figure 2-6(c) shows the evolution of the

success rate of goals that are picked. At the end of training, we can see that the 'key',

'bottom-left-ladder' and 'bottom-right-ladders' are chosen increasingly more often. In

order to scale-up to solve the entire game, several key ingredients are missing such as -

automatic discovery of objects from videos to aid goal parametrization we considered,

a flexible short-term memory, ability to intermittently terminate ongoing options.

We also show some screen-shots from a test run with our agent (with epsilon set
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to 0.1) in Figure 2-7, as well as a sample animation of the run.1

2.4 Conclusion

We have presented h-DQN, a framework consisting of hierarchical value functions

operating at different time scales. Temporally decomposing the value function allows

the agent to perform intrinsically motivated behavior, which in turn yields efficient

exploration in environments with delayed rewards. We also observe that parameterizing

intrinsic motivation in the space of entities and relations provides a promising avenue

for building agents with temporally extended exploration. We also plan to explore

alternative parameterizations of goals with h-DQN in the future.

The current framework has several missing components including automatically

disentangling objects from raw pixels and a short-term memory. The state abstractions

learnt by vanilla deep-Q-networks are not structured or sufficiently compositional.

There has been recent work [31, 42, 111, 82, 151, 43, 611 in using deep generative models

to disentangle multiple factors of variations (objects, pose, location, etc) from pixel

data. We hope that our work motivates the combination of deep generative models of

images with h-DQN. Additionally, in order to handle longer range dependencies, the

agent needs to store a history of previous goals, actions and representations. There has

been some recent work in using recurrent networks in conjunction with reinforcement

learning [50, 99]. In order to scale-up our approach to harder non-Markovian settings,

it will be necessary to incorporate a flexible episodic memory module.

'Sample trajectory of a run on 'Montezuma's Revenge' - https: //goo . gl/3Z64Ji
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Figure 2-6: Results on Montezuma's Revenge: These plots depict the joint

training phase of the model. As described in Section 2.3.2, the first training phase

pre-trains the lower level controller for about 2.3 million steps. The joint training

learns to consistently get high rewards after additional 2 million steps as shown in (a).

(b) Goal success ratio: The agent learns to choose the key more often as training

proceeds and is successful at achieving it. (c) Goal statistics: During early phases

of joint training, all goals are equally preferred due to high exploration but as training

proceeds, the agent learns to select appropriate goals such as the key and bottom-left

door.
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Figure 2-7: Sample gameplay by our agent on Montezuma's Revenge: The
four quadrants are arranged in a temporally coherent manner (top-left, top-right,
bottom-left and bottom-right). At the very beginning, the ieta-controller chooses

key as the goal (illustrated in red). The controller then tries to satisfy this goal by
taking a series of low level actions (only a subset shown) but fails due to colliding

with the skull (the episode terminates here). The ineta-controller then chooses the

bottom-right ladder as the next goal and the controller terminates after reaching it.

Subsequently, the meta-controller chooses the key and the top-right door and the

controller is able to successfully achieve both these goals.
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Chapter 3

Deep Successor Reinforcement

Learning: A Hybrid Model-free and

Model-based Approach

3.1 Introduction

Many learning problems involve inferring properties of temporally extended sequences

given -an objective function. For instance, in reinforcement learning (RL), the task

is to find a policy that maximizes expected future discounted rewards (value). RL

algorithms fall into two main classes: (1) model-free algorithms that learn cached

value functions directly from sample trajectories, and (2) model-based algorithms

that estimate transition and reward functions, from which values can be computed

using tree-search or dynamic programming. However, there is a third class, based on

the successor representation (SR), that factors the value function into a predictive

representation and a reward function. Specifically, the value function at a state can

be expressed as the dot product between the vector of expected discounted future

state occupancies and the immediate reward in each of those successor states.

Representing the value function using the SR has several appealing properties. It

combines computational efficiency comparable to model-free algorithms with some
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Figure 3-1: Model Architecture: DSR consists of: (1) feature branch fo (CNN)
which takes in raw images and computes the features t,, (2) successor branch u,
which computes the SR m,,,a for each possible action a E A, (3) a deep convolutional
decoder which produces the input reconstruction st and (4) a linear regressor to predict
instantaneous rewards at st. The Q-value function can be estimated by taking the
inner-product of the SR with reward weights: QT(s, a) ~ msa - w.

of the flexibility of model-based algorithms. In particular, the SR can adapt quickly

to changes in distal reward, unlike model-free algorithms. In this paper, we also

highlight a feature of the SR that has been less well-investigated: the ability to

extract bottleneck states (candidate subgoals) from the successor representation under

a random policy [130]. These subgoals can then be used within a hierarchical RL

framework. In this paper we develop a powerful function approximation algorithm

and architecture for the SR using a deep neural network, which we call Deep Successor

Reinforcement Learning (DSR). This enables learning the SR and reward function

from raw sensory observations with end-to-end training.

The DSR consists of two sub-components: (1) a reward feature learning component,

constructed as a deep neural network, predicts intrinsic and extrinsic rewards to learn

useful features from raw observations; and (2) an SR component, constructed as a

separate deep neural network, that estimates the expected future "feature occupancy"
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conditioned on the current state and averaged over all actions. The value function can

then be estimated as the dot product between these two factored representations. We

train DSR by sampling experience trajectories (state, next-state, action and reward)

from an experience replay memory and apply stochastic gradient descent to optimize

model parameters. To avoid instability in the learning algorithm, we interleave training

of the successor and reward components.

We show the efficacy of our approach on two different domains: (1) learning to

solve goals in grid-world domains using the MazeBase game engine and (2) learning to

navigate a 3D maze to gather a resource using the Doom game engine. We show the

empirical convergence results on several policy learning problems as well as sensitivity

of the value estimator given distal reward changes. We also demonstrate the possibility

of extracting plausible subgoals for hierarchical RL by performing normalized-cuts on

the SR {122].

3.2 Related work

The SR has been used in neuroscience as a model for describing different cognitive

phenomena. [37] showed that the temporal context model [601, a model of episodic

memory, is in fact estimating the SR using the temporal difference algorithm. [18]

introduced a model based on SR for preplay and rapid path planning in the CA3

region of the hippocampus. They interpret the SR as an an attractor network in

a lowaAdimensional space and show that if the network is stimulated with a goal

location it can generate a path to the goal. [130] suggested a model for tying the

problems of navigation and reward maximization in the brain. They claimed that

the brain's spatial representations are designed to support the reward maximization

problem (RL); they showed the behavior of the place cells and grid cells can be

explained by finding the optimal spatial representation that can support RL. Based on

their model they proposed a way for identifying reasonable subgoals from the spectral

features of the SR. Other work (see for instance, [15, 20]) have also discussed utilizing

the SR for subgoal and option discovery.
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There are also models similar to the SR that have been been applied to other

RL-related domains. [118] introduced a model for evaluating the positions in the

game of Go; the model is reminiscent of SR as it predicts the fate of every position

of the board instead of the overall game score. Another reward-independent model,

universal option model (UOM), proposed in [138], uses state occupancy function to

build a general model of options. They proved that UOM of an option, given a reward

function, can construct a traditional option model.

Our model is also related to the literature on value function approximation using

deep neural networks. The deep-Q learning model [941 and its variants 11231 have been

successful in learning Q-value functions from high-dimensional complex input states.

3.3 Model

3.3.1 Background

Consider an MDP with a set of states S, set of actions A, reward function R : S -+ R,

discount factor -y E [0, 1], and a transition distribution T : S x A -+ [0, 1]. Given

a policy ir : S x A -+ [0, 1], the Q-value function for selecting action a in state s is

defined as the expected future discounted return:

Q'(s,a)-= E [ 'R(st)so =s,ao = a , (3.1)

where, st is the state visited at time t and the expectation is with respect to the policy

and transition distribution. The agent's goal is to find the optimal policy Q* which

follows the Bellman equation:

Q*(s, a) = R(st) + -y max E [Q(st+, a')] . (3.2)
a/
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3.3.2 The successor representation

The SR can be used for calculating the Q-value function as follows. Given a state s,

action a and future states s', SR is defined as the expected discounted future state

occupancy:
00

M (s, s', a) = E I: yt [ st = S'11s0 = s, ao = a,
t=0

where 1[.] = 1 when its argument is true and zero otherwise. This implicitly captures

the state visitation count. Similar to the Bellman equation for the Q-value function

(Eq. 3.2), we can express the SR in a recursive form:

M(s, s', a) = E(st = s'] + -yE[M(st+1, s', at+1)]. (3.3)

Given the SR, the Q-value for selecting action a in state s can be expressed as the

inner product of the immediate reward and the SR [21]:

Q'(s, a) = E M(s, s', a)R(s') (3.4)
s'ES

3.3.3 Deep successor representation

For large state spaces, representing and learning the SR can become intractable;

hence, we appeal to non-linear function approximation. We represent each state s

by a D-dimensional feature vector q, which is the output of a deep neural network

fo : S --* RD parameterized by 0.

For a feature vector 0,, we define a feature-based SR as the expected future

occupancy of the features and denote it by ma. We approximate ma by another deep

neural network ua parameterized by a: ma u (#8, a). We also approximate the

immediate reward for state s as a linear function of the feature vector Os: R(s) ~i , -w,

where w E RD is a weight vector. Since reward values can be sparse, we can also

train an intrinsic reward predictor Ri(s) = g(#,). A good intrinsic reward channel

should give dense feedback signal and provide features that preserve latent factors of

variations in the data (e.g. deep generative models that do reconstruction). Putting
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these two pieces together, the Q-value function can be approximated as (see 3.4 for

closed form):

Q'(s, a) ~ msa - W. (3.5)

The SR for the optimal policy in the non-linear function approximation case can then

be obtained from the following Bellman equation:

msa = #s + 'E [mst+laf1 (3.6)

where a' = argmaxamnsa - W.

3.3.4 Learning

The parameters (0, a, w, 0) can be learned online through stochastic gradient descent.

The loss function for a is given by:

L'(a, 0) = E[(#(st) + yuc(pr#v(s 1, a') - Ua(#s,, a))2 ,

where a' = argmaxanuC(08st+ 1, a) -w and the parameter aprev denotes a previously

cached parameter value, set periodically to a. This is essential for stable Q-learning

with function approximations (see [94]).

For learning w, the weights for the reward approximation function, we use the

following squared loss function:

L'(w, 0) = (R(st) - #st . w) 2  (3.7)

Parameter 0 is used for obtaining the #(s), the shared feature representation for

both reward prediction and SR approximation. An ideal O(s) should be: 1) a good

predictor for the immediate reward for that state and 2) a good discriminator for the

states. The first condition can be handled by minimizing loss function L'; however,

we also need a loss function to help in the second condition. To this end, we use
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a deep convolutional auto-encoder to reconstruct images under an L2 loss function.

This dense feedback signal can be interpreted as an intrinsic reward function. The

loss function can be stated as:

L(9, 9) (g6(08t)- St)2. (3.8)

The composite loss function is the sum of the three loss functions given above:

Lt(0, , w 0) = L'(a, 9) + L (w, 9) + La(0, 9) (3.9)

For optimizing Eq. 3.9, with respect to the parameters (0, a, w, 9), we iteratively

update a and (9, w, 9). That is, we learn a feature representation by minimizing

Lr(w) + La(6); then given (9*, w*, 9*), we find the optimal a*. This iteration is

important to ensure that the successor branch does not back-propagate gradients to

affect 9. We use experience replay memory D of size le6 to store transitions, and

apply stochastic gradient descent with a learning rate of 2.5e--4 , momentum of 0.95,

a discount factor of 0.99 and the exploration parameter e annealed from 1 to 0.1 as

training progresses. Algorithm 1 highlights the learning algorithm in greater detail.

3.4 Automatic Subgoal Extraction

Learning policies given sparse or delayed rewards is a significant challenge for current

reinforcement learning algorithms. This is mainly due to inefficient exploration schemes

such as E-greedy. Existing methods like Boltzmann exploration and Thomson sampling

[131, 102] offer significant improvements over E-greedy, but are limited due to the

underlying models functioning at the level of basic actions. Hierarchical reinforcement

learning algorithms [6] such as the options framework [138, 136] provide a flexible

framework to create temporal abstractions, which will enable exploration at different

time-scales. Inspired by previous work in subgoal discovery from state trajectories

[1241 and the tabular SR [130], we use the learned SR to generate plausible subgoal

candidates.
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Algorithm 4 Learning algorithm for DSR

1: Initialize experience replay memory D, parameters {0, a, w, 0} and exploration
probability c = 1.

2: for i = 1 : #episodes do
3: Initialize game and get start state description s
4: while not terminal do
5: Os = fe(s)
6: With probability e, sample a random action a, otherwise choose

maxa U0 (, 8 , a) -w
7: Execute a and obtain next state s' and reward R(s') from environment
8: Store transition (s, a, R(s'), s') in D
9: Randomly sample mini-batches from D

10: Perform gradient descent on the loss Lr(w, 0) + La(0, 0) with respect to w,
0 and 6.

11: Fix (0, 0, w) and perform gradient descent on L'm (a, 0) with respect to a.
12: s <-- s'

13: end while
14: Anneal exploration variable c
15: end for

Given a random policy 7r, (6 = 1), we train the DSR until convergence and

collect the SR for a large number of states T = {msi,ai, m8 2 ,a2 , ... , msn,an}. Following

[124, 122], we generate an affinity matrix W given T, by applying a radial basis

function (with Euclidean distance metric) for each pairwise entry (msi,ai, ms,a3 ) in

T (to generate wij). Let D be a diagonal matrix with D(i, i) = j wij. Then as per

[1221, the second largest eigenvalue of the matrix D- 1 (D - W) gives an approximation

of the minimum normalized cut value of the partition of T. The states that lie on

the end-points of the cut are plausible subgoal candidates, as they provide a path

between a community of state groups. Given randomly sampled T from 7rr, we can

collect statistics of how many times a particular state lies along the cut. We pick the

top-k states as the subgoals. Our experiments indicate that it is possible to extract

useful subgoals from the DSR.
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3.5 Experiments

In this section, we demonstrate the properties of our approach on MazeBase [133],

a grid-world environment, and the Doom game engine 1711. In both environments,

observations are presented as raw pixels to the agent. In the first experiment we

show that our approach is comparable to DQN in two goal-reaching tasks. Next, we

investigate the effect of modifying the distal reward on the initial Q-value. Finally,

using normalized-cuts, we identify subgoals given the successor representations in the

two environments.

3.5.1 Goal-directed Behavior

Solving a maze in MazeBase We learn the optimal policy in the maze shown

in Figure 3-2 using the DSR and compare its performance to the DQN [94]. The

cost of living or moving over water blocks is -0.5 and the reward value is 1. For this

experiment, we set the discount rate to 0.99 and the learning rate to 2.5. 104. We

anneal the 6 from 1 to 0.1 over 20k steps; furthermore, for training the reward branch,

we anneal the number of samples that we use, from 4000 to 1 by a factor of 0.5 after

each training episode. For all experiments, we prioritize the reward training by keeping

a database of non-zero rewards and sampling randomly from the replay buffer with a

0.8 probability and 0.2 from the database. Figure 3-3 shows the average trajectory

(over 5 runs) of the rewards obtained over 100k episodes. As the plot suggests, DSR

performs on par with DQN.

Finding a goal in a 3D environment We created a map with 4 rooms using the

ViZDoom platform [711. The map is shown in Figure 3-2. We share the same network

architecture as in the case of MazeBase. The agent is spawned inside a room, and can

explore any of the other three rooms. The agent gets a per-step penalty of -0.01 and

a positive reward of 1.0 after collecting an item from one of the room (highlighted in

red in Figure3-2). As shown in Figure3-3, the agent is able to successfully navigate

the environment to obtain the reward, and is competitive with DQN.
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Figure 3-2: Environments: (left) MazeBase 1133] map where the agent starts at an
arbitrary location and needs to get to the goal state. The agent gets a penalty of -0.5
per-step, -1 to step on the water-block (blue) and - 1 for reaching the goal state. The
model observes raw pixel images during learning. (center) A Doom map using the
VizDoom engine [711 where the agent starts in a room and has to get, to another room
to collect ammo (per-step penalty - -0.01, reward for reaching goal +1). (right)
Sample screen-shots of the agent exploring the 3D maze.
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Figure 3-3: Average trajectory of the reward (left) over 100k steps for the grid-world
maze. (right) over 180k steps for the Doom map over multiple runs.

3.5.2 Value function sensitivity to distal reward changes

The decomposition of value function into SR and immediate reward prediction allows

DSR to rapidly adapt to changes in the reward function. In order to probe this, we

performed experiments to measure the adaptability of the value function to distal

reward changes. Given the grid-world imap in Figure3-2, we can train the agent to

solve the goal specified in the map as highlighted in section 3.5.1. Without changing

the goal location, we can change the reward scalar value upon reaching the goal from

1.0 to 3.0. Our hypothesis is that due to the SR-based value decomposition, our value

estimate converges to this change by just updating the reward weights w (SR remains

same). As shown in Figure 3-4, we confirm that the DSR is able to quickly adapt to
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Figure 3-4: Changing the value of the distal reward: We train the model to

learn the optimal policy on the maze shown in Figure 3-2. After convergence, we

change the value of the distal reward and update the Q-value for the optimal action at

the origin (bottom-left corner of the maze). In order for the value function to converge

again, the model only needs to update the linear weights w given the new external

rewards.

the new value function by just updating w.

3.5.3 Extracting subgoals from the DSR

Following section 3.4, we can also extract subgoals from the SR. We collect T by

running a random policy on both MazeBase and VizDoom. During learning, we only

update SR (a) and the reconstruction branch (ga), as the immediate reward at any

state is zero (due to random policy).

As shown in Figures 3-5 and 3-6, our subgoal extraction scheme is able to capture

useful subgoals and clusters the environment into reasonable segments. Such a scheme

can be ran periodically within a hierarchical reinforcement learning framework to

aid exploration. One inherent limitation of this approach is that due to the random

policy, the subgoal candidates are often quite noisy. Future work should address

this limitation and provide statistically robust ways to extract plausible candidates.

Additionally, the subgoal extraction algorithm should be non-parametric to handle

flexible number of subgoals.
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(a) (b)

Figure 3-5: Subgoal extraction on grid-world: Given a random policy, we train
DSR until convergence and collect a large number of sample transitions and their
corresponding successor representations as described in section 3.4. We apply a
normalized cut-based algorithm on the SRs to obtain a partition of the environment as
well as the bottleneck states (which correspond to goals) (a) Subgoals are states which
separate different partitions of the environments under the normalized-cut algorithm.
Our approach is able to find reasonable subgoal candidates. (b) Partitions of the
environment reflect latent structure in the environment.

3.6 Conclusion

We presented the DSR, a novel deep reinforcement learning framework to learn

goal-directed behavior given raw sensory observations. The DSR estimates the value

function by taking the inner product between the SR and immediate reward predictions.

This factorization of the value function gives rise to several appealing properties over

existing deep reinforcement learning methods-namely increased sensitivity of the

value function to distal reward changes and the possibility of extracting subgoals from

the SR under a random policy.

For future work, we plan to combine the DSR with hierarchical reinforcement

learning. Learning goal-directed behavior with sparse rewards is a fundamental

challenge for existing reinforcement learning algorithms. The DSR can enable efficient

exploration by periodically extracting subgoals, learning policies to satisfy these

intrinsic goals (skills), and subsequently learning hierarchical policy over these subgoals

in an options framework [138, 80, 115]. One of the major issues with the DSR is

learning discriminative features. In order to scale up our approach to more expressive
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Figure 3-6: Subgoal extraction on the Doom map The subgoals are extracted

using the norialized cut-based algoritlm on the SR. The SR samnples are collected

based on a random policy. The subgoals mostly correspond to the rooms' entrances in

the common area, between the rooms. Due to randoin policy, we sometimes observe

high variance in the subgoal quality. Future work should address robust statistical

techniques to obtain subgoals, as well as non-parametric approaches to obtaining

flexible number of subgoals.

environments, it will be critical to conibine state-of-art deep generative models with

our approach.
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Chapter 4

Perception as analysis-by-synthesis

4.1 Introduction

In this section, I develop model-based techniques for representing visual scenes. So

far, I have been effectively using CNNs for representation learning. However, in order

to learn features in regimes with much less data and without human labels, it is

important to go beyond feature learning and explore causal models of perception.

Probabilistic generative models of perception aim to produce high-probability

descriptions of scenes conditioned on observed images or videos, typically either via

discriminatively trained models or generative models in an "analysis by synthesis"

framework. Discriminative approaches lend themselves to fast, bottom-up inference

methods and relatively knowledge-free, data-intensive training regimes, and have been

remarkably successful on many recognition problems [32, 76, 84, 90]. Generative

approaches hold out the promise of analyzing complex scenes more richly and flexibly

[44, 45, 160, 25, 64, 89, 91, 53, 66], but have been less widely embraced for two

main reasons: Inference typically depends on slower forms of approximate inference,

and both model-building and inference can involve considerable problem-specific

engineering to obtain robust and reliable results. These factors make it difficult to

develop simple variations on state-of-the-art models, to thoroughly explore the many

possible combinations of modeling, representation, and inference strategies, or to

richly integrate complementary discriminative and generative modeling approaches to
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the same problem. More generally, to handle increasingly realistic scenes, generative

approaches have to scale not just with respect to data size but also with respect to model

and scene complexity. This scaling arguably requires general-purpose frameworks to

compose, extend and automatically perform inference in complex structured generative

models - tools that for the most part do not yet exist.

Here we present Picture, a probabilistic programming language that aims to provide

a common representation language and inference engine suitable for a broad class

of generative scene perception problems. We see probabilistic programming as key

to realizing the promise of "vision as inverse graphics". Generative models can be

represented via stochastic code that samples hypothesized scenes and generates images

given those scenes. Rich deterministic and stochastic data structures can express

complex 3D scenes that are difficult to manually specify. Multiple representation and

inference strategies are specifically designed to address the main perceived limitations

of generative approaches to vision. Instead of requiring photo-realistic generative

models with pixel-level matching to images, we can compare hypothesized scenes

to observations using a hierarchy of more abstract image representations such as

contours, discriminatively trained part-based skeletons, or deep neural network features.

Available Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) inference algorithms include not only

traditional Metropolis-Hastings, but also more advanced techniques for inference in

high-dimensional continuous spaces, such as elliptical slice sampling, and Hamiltonian

Monte Carlo which can exploit the gradients of automatically differentiable renderers.

These top-down inference approaches are integrated with bottom-up and automatically

constructed data-driven proposals, which can dramatically accelerate inference by

eliminating most of the "burn in" time of traditional samplers and enabling rapid

mode-switching.

We demonstrate Picture on three challenging vision problems: inferring the 3D

shape and detailed appearance of faces, the 3D pose of articulated human bodies, and

the 3D shape of medially-symmetric objects. The vast majority of code for image

modeling and inference is reusable across these and many other tasks. We shows

that Picture yields performance competitive with optimized baselines on each of these
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Language Representation Layer

Scene SP e.g. Deep Neural Net,

Approximate Contours, Skeletons, Pixels Observed
Approimat ImageRenderer IR i-D
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Rendering Comparator
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P(IDIIR, X)
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A(v(ID), -(IR))

(b) Inference Engine

Given Automatically
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b4

3D object 3D human-pose
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Figure 4-1: Overview: (a) All models share a common template; only the scene description

S and image ID changes across problems. Every probabilistic graphics program f defines a

stochastic procedure that generates both a scene description and all the other information

needed to render an approximation IR of a given observed image ID. The program f induces

a joint probability distribution on these program traces p. Every Picture program has the

following components. Scene Language: Describes 2D/3D scenes and generates particular

scene related trace variables SP E p during execution. Approximate Renderer: Produces

graphics rendering -I given SP and latents XP for controlling the fidelity or tolerance of

rendering. Representation Layer: Transforms ID or IR into a hierarchy of coarse-to-fine

image representations v(ID) and v(IR) (deep neural networks [82, 76], contours [29] and
pixels). Comparator: During inference, IR and ID can be compared using a likelihood
function or a distance metric A (as in Approximate Bayesian Computation [152]). (b)
Inference Engine: Automatically produces a variety of proposals and iteratively evolves
the scene hypothesis S to reach a high probability state given ID. (c): Representative
random scenes drawn from probabilistic graphics programs for faces, objects, and bodies.
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benchmark tasks.

4.2 Picture Language

Picture descends from our earlier work on generative probabilistic graphics program-

ming (GPGP) [91], and also incorporates insights for inference from the Helmholtz

machine [54, 23] and recent work on differentiable renderers [89] and informed sam-

plers [64]. GPGP aimed to address the main challenges of generative vision by

representing visual scenes as short probabilistic programs with random variables,

and using a generic MCMC (single-site Metropolis-Hastings) method for inference.

However, due to modeling limitations of earlier probabilistic programming languages,

and the inefficiency of the Metropolis-Hastings sampler, GPGP was limited to working

with low-dimensional scenes, restricted shapes, and low levels of appearance variability.

Moreover, it did not support the integration of bottom-up discriminative models such

as deep neural networks [76, 82] for data-driven proposal learning. Our current work

extends the GPGP framework in all of these directions, letting us tackle a richer set

of real-world 3D vision problems.

Picture is an imperative programming language, where expressions can take on

either deterministic or stochastic values. We use the transformational compilation

technique [154] to implement Picture, which is a general method of transforming

arbitrary programming languages into probabilistic programming languages. Com-

pared to earlier formulations of GPGP, Picture is dynamically compiled at run-time

(JIT-compilation) instead of interpreting, making program execution much faster.

A Picture program f defines a stochastic procedure that generates both a scene

description and all other information needed to render an approximation image IR for

comparison with an observed image ID. The program f induces a joint probability

distribution on the program trace p = {pi}, the set of all random choices i needed to

specify the scene hypothesis S and render IR. Each random choice p can belong to a

familiar parametric or non-parametric family of distributions, such as Multinomial,

MvNormal, Discrete Uniform, Poisson, or Gaussian_ Process, but in being used to
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function PROGRAM(MU, PC, EV, VERTEXORDER)

# Scene Language: Stochastic Scene Gen
face=Dict();shape = [; texture = [I;

for S in ["shape", "texture"]

for p in ["nose", "eyes", "outline", "lips"]

coeff = MvNorm a(0,1,1,99)

face[S] [p] = MU[S] [p]+PC[S] [p] .*(coeff .*EV[S] [p])

end
end
shape=f ace ["shape"] [:1 ; tex=f ace ["texture"] [:1
camera = Uiform(-1,1,1,2); light = Uniforw(-iii,2)

# Approximate Renderer
renderedimg= MeshRenderer (shape, tex, light , camera)

# Representation Layer
ren-ftrs = getFeatures("CNNConv6", rendered-img)

# Comparator
#Using Pixel as Summary Statistics

observe(Mvflrmai (0,0. 01) , rendered_ img-obsi img)

#Using CNN last conv layer as Summary Statistics

observe (M.rNorima (0,10), renjftrs-obs-cnn)

end

global obs-img = imread("test.png")

global obscnn = getFeatures("CNNConv6", img)

#Load args from file

TR = trace (PROGRAM, args= [MU,PC, EV,VERTEX-ORDER])

# Data-Driven Learning
Learndatadriven.proposals(TR, 100000, "CNN_.Conv6")

load-proposals (TR)

# Inference
infer(TR,CB,20, ["DATA-DRIVEN"])

infer(TR,CB,200, ["ELLIPTICAL "])

Figure 4-2: Picture code illustration for 3D face analysis: Modules from Figure 4-la,b are

highlighted in bold. Running the program unconditionally (by removing observe's in code)

produces random faces as shown in Figure 4-1c. Running the program conditionally (keeping

observe's) on ID results in posterior inference as shown in Figure 4-3. The variables MU,
PC, EV correspond to the mean shape/texture face, principal components, and eigenvectors

respectively (see [1051 for details). These arguments parametrize the prior on the learned

shape and appearance of 3D faces. The argument VERTEX ORDER denotes the ordered

list of vertices to render triangle based meshes. The observe directive constrains the program

execution based on both the pixel data and CNN features. The infer directive starts the

inference engine with the specified set of inference schemes (takes the program trace, a

callback function CB for debugging, number of iterations and inference schemes). In this

example, data-driven proposals are run for a few iterations to initialize the sampler, followed

by slice sampling moves to further refine the high dimensional scene latents.
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Inferred model Inferred model
Obsee onferred re-rendered with re-rendered with
Image (reconstruction) novel poses novel lighting

Figure 4-3: Inference on representative faces using Picture: We tested our approach
on a held-out dataset of 2D image projections of laser-scanned faces from [105]. Our short
probabilistic program is applicable to non-frontal faces and provides reasonable parses as
illustrated above using only general-purpose inference machinery. For quantitative metrics,
refer to section 4.4.1.

specify the trace of a probabilistic graphics program, their effects can be combined

much more richly than is typical for random variables in traditional statistical models.

Consider running the program in Figure 4-2 unconditionally (without observed

data): as different pi's are encountered (for e.g. coeff), random values are sampled

w.r.t their underlying probability distribution and cached in the current state of the

inference engine. Program execution outputs an image of a face with random shape,

texture, camera and lighting parameters. Given image data ID, inference in Picture

programs amounts to iteratively sampling or evolving program trace p to a high

probability state while respecting constraints imposed by the data (Figure 4-3). This

constrained simulation can be achieved by using the observe language construct (see

code in Figure 4-2), first proposed in Venture [92] and also used in [104, 155].
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4.2.1 Architecture

In this section, we explain the essential architectural components highlighted in

Figure 4-1 (see Figure 4-4 for a summary of notation used).

Scene Language: The scene language is used to describe 2D/3D visual scenes as

probabilistic code. Visual scenes can be built out of several graphics primitives such

as: description of 3D objects in the scene (e.g. mesh, z-map, volumetric), one or

more lights, textures, and the camera information. It is important to note that scenes

expressed as probabilistic code are more general than parametric prior density functions

as is typical in generative vision models. The probabilistic programs we demonstrate

in this paper embed ideas from computer-aided design (CAD) and nonparametric

Bayesian statistics[109] to express variability in 3D shapes.

Approximate Renderer (AR): Picture's AR layer takes in a scene representation

trace SP and tolerance variables XP, and uses general-purpose graphics simulators

(Blender[14 and OpenGL) to render 3D scenes. The rendering tolerance XO defines a

structured noise process over the rendering and is useful for the following purposes:

(a) to make automatic inference more tractable or robust, analogous to simulated

annealing (e.g. global or local blur variables in GPGP 1911), and (b) to soak up model

mismatch between the true scene rendering ID and the hypothesized rendering IR.

Inspired by the differentiable renderer[89], Picture also supports expressing AR's

entire graphics pipeline as Picture code, enabling the language to express end-to-end

differentiable generative models.

Representation Layer (RL): To avoid the need for photo-realistic rendering of

complex scenes, which can be slow and modeling-intensive, or for pixel-wise comparison

of hypothesized scenes and observed images, which can sometimes yield posteriors that

are intractable for sampling-based inference, the RL supports comparison of generated

and observed images in terms of a hierarchy of abstract features. The RL can be

defined as a function v which produces summary statistics given ID or IR, and may

also have internal parameters 0, (e.g. weights of a deep neural net). For notational

convenience, we denote v(ID; O) and v(ID; 0,) to be v(ID) and v(IR) respectively.
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RL produces summary statistics (features) that are used in two scenarios: (a) to

compare the hypothesis IR with observed image ID during inference (RL denoted

by v in this setting), and (b) as a dimensionality reduction technique for hashing

learned data-driven proposals (RL denoted by Vdd and its parameters odd). Picture

supports a variety of summary statistic functions including raw pixels, contours [291 and

supervised/unsupervised convolutional neural network (CNN) architectures[76, 821.

Likelihood and Likelihood-free Comparator: Picture supports likelihood P(ID IR)

inference in a bayesian setting. However, in the presence of black-box rendering simu-

lators, the likelihood function is often unavailable in closed form. Given an arbitrary

distance function A(v(ID), v(IR)) (e.g. Li error), approximate bayesian computation

(ABC) [152] can be used to perform likelihood-free inference.

4.3 Inference

We can formulate the task of image interpretation as approximately sampling mostly

likely values of SP given observed image ID (L stands for P(ID IR, XP)):

P(SP|ID) OC J P(SP)P(X)6render(SP,XP)(IR) L dXP

Automatic inference in Picture programs can be especially hard due to a mix of

discrete and continuous scene variables, which may be independent a priori but highly

coupled in their posterior distributions ("explaining away"), and also because clutter,

occlusion or noise can lead to local maxima of the scene posterior.

Given a program trace p, probabilistic inference amounts to updating (SP, XP) to

(S'P, X'P) until convergence via proposal kernels q((SP, XP) -+ q(S'P, X'P)). Let K =

I{SP}I-+j{XP} and K' = I{S'P}+|{X'P}I be the total number of random choices in the

execution before and after applying the proposal kernels q(.). Let the log-likelihoods

of old and new trace be L = P(ID IIR, X) and L' = P(IDII, X') respectively. Let us

denote the probabilities of deleted and newly created random choices created in SP

to be P(SdPl) and P(Sne,) respectively. Let q(s',x'>)(s,x) := q((S'P, X'P) -+ (SP, XP))
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Modules
Scene Representation S:

Functional Description

light_source { <0, 199, 20>
color rgb<1.5,1.5,1.5> }

camera { location <30,48,-10> angle 40
lookat <30,44,50> }

object{leg-right vertices ...
trans <32.7,43.6,9>}

object{arm-left vertices scale 0.2

... rotate x*0}

object{arm-left texture}

Program trace: p = {pi}

Rendering tolerance:
Stochastic Scene:
Approximate Rendering:
Approximate Renderer:
Image data:
Data-driven Proposals:
Data representations:
Comparator:

Rendering Differentiator:

XP E p
SP E p
IR

render: (S, X) -+ IR

ID

(f, T, Vdd, Owdd) qdata(.)

v(ID) and v(IR)
A : (V(ID), v(IR)) -4 R

P(v(ID) IV(IR), X)
VSP 1 :-p-

grad_model _density(Sreal; ID)

Figure 4-4: Formal Summary: The scene S can be conceptualized as a program

that describes the structure of known or unknown number of objects, texture-maps,
lighting and other scene variables. The symbol T denotes the number of times the

program f is executed to generate data-driven proposals (see section 4.3.2 for details).

The rendering differentiator produces gradients of the program density with respect

to continuous variables Srea in the program.
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and q(s,x)-+(s',x') := q((SP, XP) -+ (S'P, X'p)). The new trace (S'P, X'P) can now be

accepted or rejected using the acceptance ratio:

4.3.1 Distance Metrics and Likelihood-free Inference

The likelihood function in closed form is often unavailable when integrating top-down

automatic inference with bottom-up computational elements. Moreover, this issue is

exacerbated when programs use black-box rendering simulators. Approximate bayesian

computation (ABC) allows Bayesian inference in likelihood-free settings, where the

basic idea is to use a summary statistic function v(.), distance metric A(v(ID), v(IR))

and tolerance variable XP to approximately sample the posterior distribution [152].

Inference in likelihood-free settings can also be interpreted as a variant of the

probabilistic approximate MCMC algorithm [1521, which is similar to MCMC but

with an additional tolerance parameter c E XP on the observation model. We can

interpret our approach as systematically reasoning about the model error arising due

to the difference of generative model's "cartoon" view of the world with reality. Let

o be the space of all possible renderings IR that could be hypothesized and P be

the error model (e.g. Gaussian). The target stationary distribution that we wish to

sample can be expressed as:

P SPIID) C j P(SP)P(v(fD) - v(IR))P((IR)JSP)dIR-

During inference, the updated scene S'P (assuming random choices remain unchanged,

otherwise add terms relating to addition/deletion of random variables as in equation

1) can then be accepted with probability:

mini 1Pe(v(ID) - IR'))P(S'P)P(X'P) q(s',x')-+(s,x)
' PE(v(ID) - v(IR))P(SP)P(XP) q(s,x)-+(s',x')

4.3.2 Proposal Kernels

In this section, we propose a variety of proposal kernels for scaling up Picture to

complex 3D scenes.
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Local and Blocked Proposals from Prior: Single site metropolis hastings moves

on continuous variables and Gibbs moves on discrete variables can be useful in many

cases. However, because the latent pose variables for objects in 3D scenes (e.g.,

positions and orientations) are often highly coupled, our inference library allows users

to define arbitrary blocked proposals: qp((SP, XP) -+ (S'P, X'P)) = [HPsE(sP,XP) P(p)

Gradient Proposal: Picture inference supports automatic differentiation for a re-

stricted class of programs (where each expression provides output and gradients

w.r.t input). Therefore it is straightforward to obtain Vs,,atp using reverse mode

automatic differentiation, where S.,., E SP denotes all continuous variables. This

enables us to automatically construct Hamiltonian Monte Carlo proposals[100, 153]

qhmc(Sreal -4 Sreal'P) (see supplementary material for a simple example).

Elliptical Slice Proposals: To adaptively propose changes to a large set of la-

tent variables at once, our inference library supports elliptical slice moves with or

without adaptive step sizes (see Figure 4-2 for an example)[1.2, 97]. For simplicity,

assume Sreai ' .A(O, E). We can generate a new sub-trace S'eaI efficiently as follows:

Srea= 1 - (X2 Sreal + aO, where 0 - /(O, E) and a - Uniform(-1, 1).

Data-driven Proposals: The top-down nature of MCMC inference in generative

models can be slow, due to the initial "burn-in" period and the cost of mixing among

multiple posterior modes. However, vision problems often lend themselves to much

faster bottom-up inference based on data-driven proposals [64, 146]. Arguably the

most important inference innovation in Picture is the capacity for automatically

constructing data-driven proposals by simple learning methods. Such techniques

fall under the broader idea of amortizing or caching inference to improve speed

and accuracy [1321. We have explored several approaches generally inspired by the

Helmholtz machine [54, 23], and indeed Helmholtz's own proposals, including using

deep learning to construct bottom-up predictors for all or a subset of the latent scene
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variables in p [158, 821. Here we focus on a simple and general-purpose memory-based

approach (similar in spirit to the informed sampler [64]) that can be summarized as

follows: We "imagine" a large set of hypothetical scenes sampled from the generative

model, store the imagined latents and corresponding rendered image data in memory,

and build a fast bottom-up kernel density estimate proposer that samples variants of

stored graphics program traces best matching the observed image data - where these

bottom-up "matches" are determined using the same representation layer tools we

introduced earlier for comparing top-down rendered and observed images. Figure 4-5

provides a qualitative description of the algorithm. More formally, we can construct

data-driven proposals qudta as follows:

(1) Specify the number of times T to forward simulate (unconditional runs) the

graphics program f.

(2) Draw T samples from f to create program traces pt and approximate renderings

I4, where {1 < t < T}.

(3) Specify a summary statistic function Vdd with model parameters 0 ,d,. We can

use the same representation layer tools introduced earlier to specify vdd, subject to

the additional constraint that feature dimensionalities should be as small as possible

to enable proposal learning and evaluation on massive datasets.

(4) Fine-tune parameters 6
vdd of the representation layer Vdd using supervised learning

to best predict program traces {pt}[ 1 from corresponding rendered images {I}T1 .

If labeled data is available for full or partial scene traces {S} corresponding to

actual observed images {ID}, the parameters 0
vdd can also be fine-tuned further to

predict these labels. (see deep convolutional inverse graphics network [82] as an

alternative Vdd, which works in an weakly supervised setting.)

(5) Define a hash function H : v(I4) -+ ht, where ht denotes the hash value for

v(I). For instance, H can be defined in terms of K-nearest neighbors or a Dirichlet

Process mixture model. Store triplets {pt, v(IR'), ht} in a database C.

(6) To generate data-driven proposals for an observed image ID with hash value

hD, extract all triplets {pi, v(I ), hi}Y that have hash value equal to hD. We can

then estimate the data-driven proposal as:
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qata(S' --+ S'"0 C, ID) - Pdensity (Pji)=

where Pdensity is a density estimator such as the multivariate gaussian kernel in

[64]).

4.4 Example. Picture Programs

To illustrate how Picture can be applied to a wide variety of 2D and 3D computer

vision problems, we present three sample applications to the core vision tasks of 3D

body pose estimation, 3D reconstruction of objects and 3D face analysis. Although

additional steps could be employed to improve results for any of these tasks, and there

may exist better fine-tuned baselines, our goal here is to show how to solve a broad

class of problems efficiently and competitively with task-specific baseline systems,

using only minimal problem-specific engineering.

See Appendix A for details about some of the experiments.

4.4.1 3D Analysis of Faces

We obtained a 3D deformable face model trained on laser scanned faces from Paysan

et al [1051. After training with this dataset, the model generates a mean shape mesh

and mean texture map, along with principal components and eigenvectors. A new face

can be rendered by randomly choosing coefficients for the 3D model and running the

program shown in Figure 4-2. The representation layer v in this program used the top

convolutional-layer features from the ImageNet CNN model[65] as well as raw pixels.

(Even better results can be obtained using the deep convolutional inverse graphics

network [821 instead of the CNN.) We evaluated the program on a held-out test set of

2D projected images of 3D laser scanned data (dataset from [105]). We additionally

produced a dataset of about 30 images from the held-out set with different viewpoints

and lighting conditions. In Figure 4-3, we show qualitative results of inference runs

on the dataset.
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Figure 4-6: The effect of adding data-driven proposals for 3D face program:

A mixture of automatically learned data-driven proposals and elliptical slice proposals

significantly improves speed and accuracy of inference over a pure elliptical slice sampler.

We ran 50 independent chains for both approaches and show a few sample trajectories as

well as the mean trajectories (in bold).

During experimentation, we discovered that since the number of latent variables is

large (8 sets of 100 dimensional continuous coupled variables), elliptical slice moves

are significantly more efficient than Metropolis-Hastings proposals (see supplementary

Figure 2 for quantitative results). We also found that adding learned data-driven

proposals significantly outperforms using only the elliptical slice proposals in terms of

both speed and accuracy. We trained the data-driven proposals from around 100k

program traces drawn from unconditional runs. The summary statistic function

Vdd used were the top convolutional-layer features from the pre-trained ImageNet

CNN model[65]. The conditional proposal density Pdensity was a multivariate kernel

density function over cached latents with a Gaussian Kernel (0.01 bandwidth). Figure

4-6 shows the gains in inference from use of a mixture kernel of these data-driven

proposals (0.1 probability) and elliptical slice proposals (0.9 probability), relative to a

pure elliptical slice sampler.

Many other academic researchers have used 3D deformable face models in an

analysis-by-synthesis based approach [88, 70, 2]. However, Picture is the only system

to solve this as well as many other unrelated computer vision problems using a general-
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purpose system. Moreover, the data-driven proposals and abstract summary statistics

(top convolutional-layer activations) allow us to tackle the problem without explicitly

using 2D face landmarks as compared to traditional approaches.

4.4.2 3D Human Pose Estimation

We developed a Picture program for parsing 3D pose of articulated humans from single

images. There has been notable work in model-based approaches [46, 87] for 3D human

pose estimation, which served as an inspiration for the program we describe in this

section. However, in contrast to Picture, existing approaches typically require custom

inference strategies and significant task-specific model engineering. The probabilistic

code (see supplementary Figure 4) consists of latent variables denoting bone and

joints of an articulated 3D base mesh of a body. In our probabilistic code, we use an

existing base mesh of a human body, defined priors over bone location and joints, and

enable the armature skin-modifier API via Picture's Blender engine API. The latent

scene SP in this program can be visualized as a tree with the root node around the

center of the mesh, and consists of bone location variables, bone rotation variables

and camera parameters. The representation layer v in this program uses fine-grained

image contours [291 and the comparator is expressed as the probabilistic chamfer

distance [140].

We evaluated our program on a dataset of humans performing a variety of poses,

which was aggregated from KTH [1191 and LabelMe [113] images with significant

occlusion in the "person sitting"(around 50 total images). This dataset was chosen to

highlight the distinctive value of a graphics model-based approach, emphasizing certain

dimensions of task difficulty while minimizing others: While graphics simulators for

articulated bodies can represent arbitrarily complex body configurations, they are

limited with respect to fine-grained appearance (e.g., skin and clothing), and fast

methods for fine-grained contour detection currently work well only in low clutter

environments. We initially used only single-site MH proposals, although blocked

proposals or HMC can somewhat accelerate inference.

We compared this approach with the discriminatively trained Deformable Parts
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Model (DPM) for pose estimation [157] (referred as DPM-pose), which is notably a 2D

pose model. As shown in Figure 4-7b, images with people sitting and heavy occlusion

are very hard for the discriminative model to get right - mainly due to "missing"

observation signal - while our model-based approach can handle these reasonably if

we constrain the knee parameters to bend only in natural ways in the prior. Most of

our model's failure cases, as shown in Figure 4-7b, are in inferring the arm position;

this is typically due to noisy and low quality feature maps around the arm area due

to its small size.

In order to quantitatively compare results, we project the 3D pose obtained from

our model to 2D key-points. As shown in Figure 4-7a, our system localizes these

key-points significantly better than DPM-pose on this dataset. However, DPM-pose

is a much faster bottom-up method, and we explored ways to combine its strengths

with our model-based approach, by using it as the basis for learning data-driven

proposals. We generated around 500k program traces by unconditionally running the

body pose program. We used a pie-trained DPM pose model [157] as the function

Vdd, and used a similar density function Pdensity as in the face example. As shown in

Figure 4-8, inference using a mixture kernel of data-driven proposals (0.1 probability)

and single-site MH (0.9 probability) consistently outperformed pure top-down MH

inference in both speed and accuracy. We see this as representative of many ways

that top-down inference in model-based approaches could be profitably combined with

fast bottom-up methods like DPM-pose to solve richer scene parsing problems more

quickly.

4.4.3 . 3D Shape Program

Lathing and casting is a useful representation to express CAD models and inspires our

approach to modeling medially-symmetric 3D objects. It is straightforward to generate

random CAD object models using a probabilistic program, as shown in supplementary

Figure 3. However, the distribution induced by such a program may be quite complex.

Given object boundaries in B C 7Z2 space, we can lathe an object by taking a cross

section of points (fixed for this program), defining a medial axis for the cross section
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and sweeping the cross section across the medial axis by continuously perturbing

with respect to B. Capturing the full range of 3D shape variability in real objects

requires a very large space of possible boundaries B. To this end, Picture allows

flexible non-parametric priors over object profiles: here we generate B from a Gaussian

Process [109] (GP). The probabilistic shape program produces an intermediate mesh

of all or part of the 3D object (soft-constrained to be in the middle of the scene),

which then gets rendered to an image IR by a deterministic camera re-projection

function. The representation layer and the comparator used in this program were

same as those used for the 3D human pose example. The proposal kernel we used

during inference consisted of blocked MCMC proposals on all the coupled continuous

variables as described in the supplementary material. (For more details of the program

and inference summarized here, refer to supplementary Section 1.)

We evaluate this program on an RGB image dataset of 3D objects with large shape

variability. We asked CAD experts to manually generate CAD model fits to these

images in Blender, and evaluated our approach in comparison to a state-of-the-art 3D

surface reconstruction algorithm from [5](SIRFS). To judge quantitative performance,

we calculated two metrics: (a) Z-MAE - Shift-invariant surface mean-squared error and

(b) N-MSE - mean-squared error over normals[5]. As shown in Figure 4-9, inference

using our probabilistic shape program has a lower Z-MAE and N-MSE score than

SIRFS [5], and we also obtain qualitatively better reconstruction results. However, it

is important to note that SIRFS predominantly utilizes only low level shape priors

such as piece-wise smoothness, in contrast to the high-level shape priors we assume,

and SIRFS solves a more general and harder problem of inferring full intrinsic images

(shape, illumination and reflectance). In the future, we hope to combine the best of

SIRFS-style approaches and our probabilistic CAD programs to reconstruct rich 3D

shape and appearance models for generic object classes, robustly and efficiently.
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4.5 Discussion

There are many promising directions for future research in probabilistic graphics

programming. Introducing a dependency tracking mechanism could let us exploit

the many conditional independencies in rendering for more efficient parallel inference.

Automatic particle-filter based inference schemes [155, 81] could extend the approach

to image sequences. Better illumination [162], texture and shading models could let us

work with more natural scenes. Procedural graphics techniques [4, 33] would support

far more complex object and scene models [159, 48, 25, 51]. Flexible scene generator

libraries will be essential in scaling up to the full range of scenes people can interpret.

We are also interested in extending Picture by taking insights from learning based

"analysis-by-synthesis" approaches such as transforming auto-encoders [55], capsule

networks [1431 and deep convolutional inverse graphics network [821. These models

learn an implicit graphics engine in an encoder-decoder style architecture. With

probabilistic programming, the space of decoders need not be restricted to neural

networks and could consist of arbitrary probabilistic graphics programs with internal

parameters.

The recent renewal of interest in inverse graphics approaches to vision has motivated

a number of new modeling and inference tools. Each addresses a different facet of the

general problem. Earlier formulations of probabilistic graphics programming provided

compositional languages for scene modeling and a flexible template for automatic

inference. Differentiable renderers make it easier to fine-tune the numerical parameters

of high-dimensional scene models. Data-driven proposal schemes suggest a way to

rapidly identify plausible scene elements, avoiding the slow burn-in and mixing times

of top-down MCMC-based inference in generative models. Deep neural networks,

deformable parts models and other discriminative learning methods can be used to

automatically construct good representation layers or similarity metrics for comparing

hypothesized scenes to observed images. Here we show that by integrating all of these

ideas into a single probabilistic language and inference framework, it may be feasible

to begin scaling up inverse graphics to a range of real-world vision problems.
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Figure 4-7: Quantitative and qualitative results for 3D human pose program:
Refer to supplementary Figure 4 for the probabilistic program. We quantitatively evaluate
the pose program on a dataset collected from various sources such as KTH [119], LabelMe [113]
images with significant occlusion in the "person sitting" category and the Internet. On the
given dataset. as shown in the error histogram in (a), our model is more accurate on average
than just using the DPM based human pose detector [1571. The histogram shows average
error for all methods considered over the entire dataset separated over each body part.
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Figure 4-8: Illustration of data-driven proposal learning for 3D human-pose pro-
gram: (a) Random program traces sampled from the prior during training. The colored
stick figures are the results of applying DPM pose model on the hallucinated data from
the program. (b) Representative test image. (c) Visualization of the representation layer
v(ID). (d) Result after inference. (e) Samples drawn from the learned bottom-up propos-
als conditioned on the test image are semantically close to the test image and results are
fine-tuned by top-down inference to close the gap. As shown on the log-l plot, we run about
100 independent chains with and without the learned proposal. Inference with a mixture
kernel of learned bottom-up proposals and single-site MH consistently outperforms baseline
in terms of both speed and accuracy.
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to reconstruct input images. Our work is similar in spirit to these works but has some

key differences: (a) It uses a very generic convolutional architecture in the encoder

and decoder networks to enable efficient learning on large datasets and image sizes;

(b) it can handle single static frames as opposed to pair of images required in [55];

and (c) it is generative.

5.3 Model

As shown in Figure 5-1, the basic structure of the Deep Convolutional Inverse Graphics

Network (DC-IGN) consists of two parts: an encoder network which captures a

distribution over graphics codes Z given data x and a decoder network which learns

a conditional distribution to produce an approximation d- given Z. Z can be a

disentangled representation containing a factored set of latent variables zi E Z such

as pose, light and shape. This is important in learning a meaningful approximation of

a 3D graphics engine and helps tease apart the generalization capability of the model

with respect to different tvDes of transformations.

Let us denote the encoder output of DC-IGN to be ye = encoder(x). The encoder

output is used to parametrize the variational approximation Q(zilye), where Q is

chosen to be a multivariate normal distribution. There are two reasons for using

this parametrization: (1) Gradients of samples with respect to parameters 0 of Q

can be easily obtained using the reparametrization trick proposed in [72], and (2)

Various statistical shape models trained on 3D scanner data such as faces have the

same multivariate normal latent distribution [1051. Given that model parameters We

connect ye' and Zj, the distribution parameters 0 = (p, Z,) and latents Z can then

be expressed as:

pz = Wy, E, = diag(exp(Weye)) (5.1)

Vi, zi ~A/(pzi, Ezi) (5.2)

We present a novel training procedure which allows networks to be trained to have
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Figure 4-9: Qualitative and quantitative results of 3D object reconstruction pro-
gram: Refer to supplementary Figure 3 for the probabilistic program. Top: We illustrate a

typical inference trajectory of the sampler from prior to the posterior on a representative real

world image. Middle: Qualitative results on representative images. Bottom: Quantitative

results in comparison to [5]. For details about the scoring metrics, refer to section 4.4.3.
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Chapter 5

Learning analysis-by-synthesis models

5.1 Introduction

Neural Networks can be thought of as differentiable programs or differentiable proba-

bilistic programs. Under this view, we can define any computational process, discrimi-

native or generative, and do learning or inference conditioned on data. Many modern

deep learning systems are designed with an explicit structure for richer inductive biases

- Neural Turing Machines [41] with explicit read/write memory heads, differentiable at-

tention modules for selective read/write in images 163], transforming autoencoders 155],

etc. This new conceptual paradigm can allow us to express structured probabilistic

and non-probabilistic models, and apply efficient gradient based learning algorithms

for training. In this section, I propose a purely learning based approach to inverse

graphics, while preserving insights about the causal structure within images.

The desiderata for good representations of images can be summarized as follows:

invariance, interpretability, abstraction, and disentanglement. The inverse graphics

paradigm suggests a representation for images which provides these features. Computer

graphics consists of a function to go from compact descriptions of scenes (the graphics

code) to images, and this graphics code is typically disentangled to allow for rendering

scenes with fine-grained control over transformations such as object location, pose,

lighting, texture, and shape. This encoding is designed to easily and interpretably

represent sequences of real data so that common transformations may be compactly
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represented in software code.

Recent work in inverse graphics [91, 79, 78] follows a general strategy of defining a

probabilistic with latent parameters, then using an inference algorithm to find the most

appropriate set of latent parameters given the observations. Recently, Tieleman et al.

[1431 moved beyond this two-stage pipeline by using a generic encoder network and a

domain-specific decoder network to approximate a 2D rendering function. However,

none of these approaches have been shown to automatically produce a semantically-

interpretable graphics code and to learn a 3D rendering engine to reproduce images.

In this section, I present an approach which attempts to learn interpretable graphics

codes for complex transformations such as out-of-plane rotations and lighting variations.

Given a set of images, we use a hybrid encoder-decoder model to learn a representation

that is disentangled with respect to various transformations such as object out-of-plane

rotations and lighting variations. We employ a deep directed graphical model with

many layers of convolution and de-convolution operators that is trained using the

Stochastic Gradient Variational Bayes (SGVB) algorithm [72].

I propose a training procedure to encourage each group of neurons in the graphics

code layer to distinctly represent a specific transformation. To learn a disentangled

representation, we train using data where each mini-batch has a set of active and

inactive transformations, but we do not provide target values as in supervised learning;

the objective function remains reconstruction quality. For example, a nodding face

would have the 3D elevation transformation active but its shape, texture and other

transformations would be inactive. We exploit this type of training data to force chosen

neurons in the graphics code layer to specifically represent active transformations,

thereby automatically creating a disentangled representation. Given a single face

image, our model can re-generate the input image with a different pose and lighting.

We present qualitative and quantitative results of the model's efficacy at learning a

3D rendering engine.
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Figure 5-1: Model Architecture: Deep Convolutional Inverse Graphics Network

(DC-IGN) has an encoder and a decoder. We follow the variational autoencoder [721

architecture with variations. The encoder consists of several layers of convolutions

followed by max-pooling and the decoder has several layers of unpooling (upsampling

using nearest neighbors) followed by convolution. (a) During training, data x is

passed through the encoder to produce the posterior approximation Q(zilx), where zi

consists of scene latent variables such as pose, light, texture or shape. In order to learn

parameters in DC-IGN, gradients are back-propagated using stochastic gradient descent

using the following variational object function: -log(P(xJzi)) + KL(Q(zilx)||P(zi))

for every zi. We can force DC-IGN to learn a disentangled representation by showing

mini-batches with a set of inactive and active transformations (e.g. face rotating, light

sweeping in some direction etc). (b) During test, data x can be passed through the

encoder to get latents z,. Images can be re-rendered to different viewpoints, lighting

conditions, shape variations, etc by setting the appropriate graphics code group (zi),
which is how one would manipulate an off-the-shelf 3D graphics engine.

5.2 Related Work

As mentioned previously, a number of generative models have been proposed in the

literature to obtain abstract visual representations. Unlike most RBM-based models

[53, 114, 861, our approach is trained using back-propagation with objective function

consisting of data reconstruction and the variational bound.

Relatively recently, Kingnia et al. [72] proposed the SGVB algorithm to learn

generative models with continuous latent variables. In this work, a feed-forward neural

network (encoder) is used to approximate the posterior distribution and a decoder

network serves to enable stochastic reconstruction of observations. In order to handle

fine-grained geometry of faces, we work with relatively large scale images (150 x 150
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Figure 5-2: Structure of the representation vector. # is the azimuth of the face,
a is the elevation of the face with respect to the camera, and #L is the azimuth of the
light source.

pixels). Our approach extends and applies the SGVB algorithm to jointly train and

utilize many layers of convolution and de-convolution operators for the encoder and

decoder network respectively. The decoder network is a function that transform a

compact graphics code ( 200 dimensions) to a 150 x 150 image. We propose using

unpooling (nearest neighbor sampling) followed by convolution to handle the massive

increase in dimensionality with a manageable number of parameters.

Recently, 130] proposed using CNNs to generate images given object-specific

parameters in a supervised setting. As their approach requires ground-truth labels for

the graphics code layer, it cannot be directly applied to image interpretation tasks.

Our work is similar to Ranzato et al. 1108], whose work was amongst the first to use a

generic encoder-decoder architecture for feature learning. However, in comparison to

our proposal their model was trained layer-wise, the intermediate representations were

not disentangled like a graphics code, and their approach does not use the variational

auto-encoder loss to approximate the posterior distribution. Our work is also similar in

spirit to [139], but in comparison our model does not assume a Lambertian reflectance

model and implicitly constructs the 3D representations. Another piece of related work

is Desjardins et al. [261, who used a spike and slab prior to factorize representations

in a generative deep network.

In comparison to existing approaches, it is important to note that our encoder

network produces the interpretable and disentangled representations necessary to learn

a meaningful 3D graphics engine. A number of inverse-graphics inspired methods have

recently been proposed in the literature [91]. However, most such methods rely on

hand-crafted rendering engines. The exception to this is work by Hinton et al. [55J

and Tieleman 1143] on transforming autoencoders which use a domain-specific decoder
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Figure 5-3: Training on a minibatch in which only 0, the azimuth angle of
the face, changes. During the forward step, the output from each component zi zi
of the encoder is altered to be the same for each sample in the batch. This reflects the
fact that the generating variables of the image (e.g. the identity of the face) which
correspond to the desired values of these latents are unchanged throughout the batch.
By holding these outputs constant throughout the batch, the single neuron z1 is forced
to explain all the variance within the batch, i.e. the full range of changes to the image
caused by changing #. During the backward step z, is the only neuron which receives
a gradient signal from the attempted reconstruction, and all zi : zi receive a signal
which nudges them to be closer to their respective averages over the batch. During
the complete training process, after this batch, another batch is selected at random; it
likewise contains variations of only one of 0, a, OL, intrinsic; all neurons which do not
correspond to the selected latent are clamped; and the training proceeds.

disentangled and interpretable representations.

5.3.1 Training with Specific Transformations

The main goal of this work is to learn a representation of the data which consists of

disentangled and semantically interpretable latent variables. We would like only a

small subset of the latent variables to change for sequences of inputs corresponding to

real-world events.

One natural choice of target representation for information about scenes is that

already designed for use in graphics engines. If we can deconstruct a face image by

splitting it into variables for pose, light, and shape, we can trivially represent the same

transformations that these variables are used for in graphics applications. Figure 5-2

depicts the representation which we attempt to learn.

With this goal in mind, we perform a training procedure which directly targets this
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definition of disentanglement. We organize our data into mini-batches corresponding to

changes in only a single scene variable (azimuth angle, elevation angle, azimuth angle

of the light source); these are transformations which might occur in the real world.

We term these the extrinsic variables, and they are represented by the components

z 1 ,2 ,3 of the encoding.

We also generate mini-batches in which the three extrinsic scene variables are held

fixed but all other properties of the face change. That is, these batches consist of many

different faces under the same viewing conditions and pose. These intrinsic properties

of the model, which describe identity, shape, expression, etc., are represented by

the remainder of the latent variables Z[4 ,2 00]. These mini-batches varying intrinsic

properties are interspersed stochastically with those varying the extrinsic properties.

We train this representation using SGVB, but we make some key adjustments to

the outputs of the encoder and the gradients which train it. The procedure (Figure

5-3) is as follows.

1. Select at random a latent variable Ztrain which we wish to correspond to one of

{azimuth angle, elevation angle, azimuth of light source, intrinsic properties}.

2. Select at random a mini-batch in which that only that variable changes.

3. Show the network each example in the minibatch and capture its latent repre-

sentation for that example zk.

4. Calculate the average of those representation vectors over the entire batch.

5. Before putting the encoder's output into the decoder, replace the values zi # Ztrain

with their averages over the entire batch. These outputs are "clamped".

6. Calculate reconstruction error and backpropagate as per SGVB in the decoder.

7. Replace the gradients for the latents zi 74 Ztrain (the clamped neurons) with their

difference from the mean (see Section 5.3.2). The gradient at Ztrain is passed

through unchanged.

8. Continue backpropagation through the encoder using the modified gradient.
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Since the intrinsic representation is much higher-dimensional than the extrinsic

ones, it requires more training. Accordingly we select the type of batch to use in a

ratio of about 1:1:1:10, azimuth : elevation : lighting : intrinsic; we arrived at this

ratio after extensive testing, and it works well for both of our datasets.

This training procedure works to train both the encoder and decoder to represent

certain properties of the data in a specific neuron. By clamping the output of all but

one of the neurons, we force the decoder to recreate all the variation in that batch

using only the changes in that one neuron's value. By clamping the gradients, we

train the encoder to put all the information about the variations in the batch into one

output neuron.

This training method leads to networks whose latent variables have a strong

equivariance with the corresponding generating parameters, as shown in Figure 5-5.

This allows the value of the true generating parameter (e.g. the true angle of the face)

to be trivially extracted from the encoder.

5.3.2 Invariance Targeting

By training with only one transformation at a time, we are encouraging certain neurons

to contain specific information; this is equivariance. But we also wish to explicitly

discourage them from having other information; that is, we want them to be invariant

to other transformations. Since our mini-batches of training data consist of only one

transformation per batch, then this goal corresponds to having all but one of the

output neurons of the encoder give the same output for every image in the batch.

To encourage this property of the DC-IGN, we train all the neurons which corre-

spond to the inactive transformations with an error gradient equal to their difference

from the mean. It is simplest to think about this gradient as acting on the set of

subvectors Zinactive from the encoder for each input in the batch. Each of these Zinactive 'S

will be pointing to a close-together but not identical point in a high-dimensional space;

the invariance training signal will push them all closer together. We don't care where

they are; the network can represent the face shown in this batch however it likes.

We only care that the network always represents it as still being the same face, no
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Figure 5-4: Manipulating light and elevation variables: Qualitative results
showing the generalization capability of the learned DC-IGN decoder to re-render
a single input image with different pose directions. (a) We change the latent Zlight

smoothly leaving all 199 other latents unchanged. (b) We change the latent Zelevation

smoothly leaving all 199 other latents unchanged. (c) The latent neuron Zazimuth is
changed to random values but all other latents are clamped.
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matter which way it's facing. This regularizing force needs to be scaled to be much

smaller than the true training signal, otherwise it can overwhelm the reconstruction

goal. Empirically, a factor of 1/100 works well.

5.4 Experiments

We trained our model on about 12,000 batches of faces generated from a 3D face

model obtained from Paysan et al. [105], where each batch consists of 20 faces with

random variations on face identity variables (shape/texture), pose, or lighting. We

used the rmsprop [142] learning algorithm during training and set the meta learning

rate equal to 0.0005, the momentum decay to 0.1 and weight decay to 0.01.

To ensure that these techniques work on other types of data, we also trained

networks to perform reconstruction on images of widely varied 3D chairs from many

perspectives derived from the Pascal Visual Object Classes dataset as extracted by

Aubry et al. [96, 3]. This task tests the ability of the DC-IGN to learn a rendering

function for a dataset with high variation between the elements of the set; the

chairs vary from office chairs to wicker to modern designs, and viewpoints span 360

degrees and two elevations. These networks were trained with the same methods and

parameters as the ones above.

5.4.1 3D Face Dataset

The decoder network learns an approximate rendering engine as shown in Figures

(5-4,5-6). Given a static test image, the encoder network produces the latents Z

depicting scene variables such as light, pose, shape etc. Similar to an off-the-shelf

rendering engine, we can independently control these to generate new images with the

decoder. For example, as shown in Figure 5-6, given the original test image, we can

vary the lighting of an image by keeping all the other latents constant and varying

Zlight. It is perhaps surprising that the fully-trained decoder network is able to function

as a 3D rendering engine.

We also quantitatively illustrate the network's ability to represent pose and light
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Figure 5-5: Generalization of decoder to render images in novel viewpoints
and lighting conditions: We generated several datasets by varying light, azimuth
and elevation, and tested the invariance properties of DC-IGN's representation Z.
We show quantitative performance on three network configurations as described in
section 5.4.1. (a,b,c) All DC-IGN encoder networks reasonably predicts transformations
from static test images. Interestingly, as seen in (a), the encoder network seems to
have learnt a switch node to separately process azimuth on left and right profile side
of the face.
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Figure 5-6: Entangled versus disentangled representations. First column: Original
images. Second column: transforrned nia ige using DC-IGN. Third column: transformed
image using norinally-trained network.

on a smooth linear manifold as shown in Figure 5-5, which directly demonstrates our

training algorithm's ability to disentangle complex transformations. In these plots, the

inferred and ground-truth transforination values are plotted for a random subset of the

test set. Interestingly, as shown in Figure 5-5(a), the encoder network's representation

of azimuth has a discontinuity at 0' (facing straight, forward).

Comparison with Entangled Representations

To explore how much of a difference the DC-IGN training proceldure makes, we compare

the novel-view reconstruction performance of networks with entangled represent at o10s

(baseline) versus disentangled representations (DC-IGN). The baseline network is

identical in every way to the DC-IGN, but was trained with SGVB without using

our proposed training procedure. As in Figure 5-4., we feed each network a single

input inmage, then attempt to use the decoder to re-render this image at different

azimuth angles. To do this, we first must figure out which latent, of the entangled

representation most closely corresponds to the azimuth. This we do rather siniply.

First, we encode all images in an azimuth-varied batch using the baseline's encoder.

Then we calculate the variance of each of the latents over this batch. The latent with

the largest variance is then the one most closely associated with the azimuth of the

face, and we call it . Once that is found, the latent Z-,: is varied for both

the models to render a novel view of the face given a single immage of that face. Figure
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5-6 shows that explicit disentanglement is critical for novel-view reconstruction.

5.4.2 Chair Dataset

We performed a similar set of experiments on the 3D chairs dataset described above.

This dataset contains still images rendered from 3D CAD models of 1357 different

chairs, each model skinned with the photographic texture of the real chair. Each of

these models is rendered in 60 different poses; at each of two elevations, there are

30 images taken from 360 degrees around the model. We used approximately 1200

of these chairs in the training set and the remaining 150 in the test set; as such,

the networks had never seen the chairs in the test set from any angle, so the tests

explore the networks' ability to generalize to arbitrary chairs. We resized the images

to 150 x 150 pixels and made them grayscale to match our face dataset.

We trained these networks with the azimuth (flat rotation) of the chair as a

disentangled variable represented by a, single node zi; all other variation between

images is undifferentiated and represented by Z[2,200]. The DC-IGN network succeeded

in achieving a mean-squared error (MSE) of reconstruction of 2.7722 x 10- on the

test set. Each image has grayscale values in the range [0, 1] and is 150 x 150 pixels.

In Figure 5-7 we have included examples of the network's ability to re-render

previously-unseen chairs at different angles given a single image. For some chairs it

is able to render fairly smooth transitions, showing the chair at many intermediate

poses, while for others it seems to only capture a sort of "keyframes" representation,

only having distinct outputs for a few angles. Interestingly, the task of rotating a

chair seen only from one angle requires speculation about unseen components; the

chair might have arms, or not; a curved seat or a flat one; etc.

5.5 Discussion

We have shown that it is possible to train a deep convolutional inverse graphics

network with a fairly disentangled, interpretable graphics code layer representation

from static images. By utilizing a deep convolution and de-convolution architecture
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5-7: Manipulating rotation: Each iowx wxas generated by encoding the input
image (leftmost) with the encoder, then changing the value of a single latent and
putting this modified encoding through the decoder. The network has never seen these
chairs before at any orientation. (a) Some positive examples. Note that the DC-IGN
is making a conjecture about any components of the chair it cannot see; in particular,
it guesses that, the chair in the top row has arns, because it, can't see that it doesn't.
(b) Examples in which the network extrapolates to new viewpoints less accurately.

within a variational autoencoder formulation, our model can be trained end-to-end

using back-propagation on the stochastic variational objective function t721. We

proposed a training procedure to force the network to learn disentangled and inter-

pretable representations. Using 3D face and chair analysis as a working example,

we have demonstrated the invariant and equivariant characteristics of the learned

representations.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

6.1 Closing Remarks

By combining ideas from deep learning, reinforcement learning and probabilistic

generative models, I have presented models and algorithms that produce compact

descriptions of visual scenes and learn control policies from raw experiences. Fully

autonomous agents that learn to solve many goals in many environments is the holy

grail of Al research. There are several technical and conceptual challenges that lie

ahead - the principles of unsupervised learning, origin of goals and intrinsic motivation,

and the key principles underlying learning and representations in humans.

A first step towards this goal is to build machines than learn to perceive and use

their new found capabilities to control their environment. As I described throughout

this thesis, there are two broad frameworks to think about perception - a top-down

view which emphasizes causal models of vision and a bottom-up view, which emphasizes

learning feature based representations under some object function(s). As shown in

Chapters 4&5, these two views can also be unified via the use of bottom-up models to

amortize inference in top-down models.

For all upstream cognitive tasks such as policy learning,, scene understanding,

recognition, language-grounding, it seems essential to build systems that learn com-

positional representations. 1831. Top-down models make it easy to express arbitrary

computational structures. This allows the programmer to express flexible prior knowl-
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edge into these systems. This is one the biggest strengths of top-down approaches,

leading to the probabilistic renaissance in Al since the 1980s. However, this flexibility

and the need for human in the loop comes at a price - once you define a model, it is

very hard for the agent to manage and further improves it's representations for future

learning.

In the cognitive science literature, the use of bayesian non-parametrics and proba-

bilistic programming was motivated by similar concerns. These approaches advocate

for non-parametric approaches that grow their structures with observations. However,

inference in such models is often intractable. It is also very difficult to specify a uni-

versal probabilistic program and perform inference to learn in arbitrary environments.

In my view, research in deep neural networks tries to address both these problems

- the ability to express arbitrary computations and efficient credit-assignment due

to differentiability. However, it is very difficult to specify prior knowledge in this

setting and learning is often done from scratch for every new tasks. This seems like

an important direction for deep learning research.

We are far from building general reinforcement learning agents that effectively

share and generalize knowledge across tasks. It is hard to predict when and how Al

will arrive. However, the history of machine learning, AI and my graduate career

made me realize an important lesson - any promising path towards intelligence must

scale with computation. Unifying deep learning, reinforcement learning and generative

models might stand a real chance to modestly contribute towards artificial general

intelligence, as they often seem to scale gracefully with more computation [123, 77, 941.

6.2 Future Directions

Existing learning systems face two fundamental challenges: continually creating

temporal abstractions to scale up exploration in reinforcement learning approaches

and learning useful representations of experiences without hand-crafted labels or

rewards.

I finish by laying out some concrete problems to make progress in this direction:
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6.2.1 Scaling up object-based subgoal discovery

Competence based intrinsic motivation can be scaled up by taking help from computer

vision. In particular, to scale up goal-driven exploration, visual representations such

as objects could facilitate progress in this direction. One obvious path is to train

a vision system to predict many different targets on many different datasets and

environments - object localization, categorization, segmentation, depth prediction,

motion estimation, etc. This might enable us to abstract away unseen environments

due to the universality of such targets and construct pseudo-rewards in this space of

representations.

In conjunction, we should also develop object based deep generative models.

Regardless of the underlying object model, an algorithm to train such a system would

consist of the following steps:

(1) Initialize h-DQN's hyper-parameters.

(2) Collect frames using the current policy.

(3) Use a motion segmentation algorithms to get plausible object candidates. An

alternative is to use deep generative models that produce object-based representa-

tions [31]. Another alternative is to train object localizers on different datasets or

environments.

(4) Take the object proposals and train a CNN to predict an entity detector. Pick

positive examples as the object candidates and random patches as the 'non-entity'

class.

(5) Apply CNN on current frame obtained from the environment to obtain a set

of entities.

(6) Causal Inference: Collect all moving entities. For each of these entities, do a

causality test on which of these entities is controllable by the provided actions. This

is the Self.

(7) Given the Self entity and all other entities in the current scene, the agent now

has access to many subgoal candidates. Define intrinsic rewards in this space.

(8) Train h-DQN using algorithm 4. Goto (1).
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6.2.2 Deep Hierarchical Successor Reinforcement Learning

A promising research direction is to combine DSR with h-DQN. As demonstrated

in chapter 3, it is possible to extract subgoals after learning the SR representation.

Every so often, a few candidate subgoals can be extracted and stored into a short

term memory M. The meta-controller in h-DQN can choose any of the following

actions: (1) choose a subgoal from M, (2) delete entries from M. The meta-controller

can also output a probability indicating whether the current option should terminate

or continue to execute, similar to intra-options [137]. To further minimize sample

complexity during training, DSR can be extended to incorporate explicit model-based

reasoning. In principle, a simple modification to the existing architecture could enable

this - let the decoder network predict the next frames along with the current frame.

However, learning deep generative models of images is an open problem in deep

learning. Any advances in this research topic will create a big impact on reinforcement

learning algorithms.

Another interesting possibility is to build a deep hierarchy of successor based

Q-networks. Extrinsic rewards come at the highest level, where the network outputs

a reward vector as an action for the downstream successor Q-network to solve. The

bottom most Q-network outputs actions. This entire hierarchy can be trained end-to-

end in a manner similar to h-DQN. Every reward vector outputted in the intermediate

stages of the hierarchy can be thought of as subgoals. However, the semantics of the

subgoals are not pre-specified and would be learned automatically by the network.

6.2.3 Deep Temporal Compressor

A good representation of the visual world can often make the upstream task of policy

learning relatively more easy. I end by attempting to sketch an unsupervised learning

algorithm to obtain representations of videos. The first few frames that an agent ever

sees are highly informative due to new information. Subsequent few frames would
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carry much less information under a spatio-temporal continuity assumption. This

is a very reasonable assumption of our world (in the local context). Modern video

compression algorithms like MPEG already make use of this inductive bias. In fact,

Zhou et al. [161] used a similar assumption for multi-view synthesis of objects.

A desirable deep generative model would share a lot of characteristics with video

compression algorithms like MPEG. Given the current xt, we can predict the next

frame xtA1 by copying as many pixels as possible and generating only the residual

error. Zhou et al.'s model does not generate new pixels and it is important to do this

for dynamic scenes. However, we must ensure that the generator and copy operator

are weighted proportionally. We expect the copy operator to do most of the work and

the generator should only need to explain partial pixels under the spatio-temporal

continuity assumption. We can enforce this by putting an information content penalty

on both the channels so that most of the generator pixels turn out to be zero. Starting

with such inductive biases seems like a promising start towards building more human

like vision systems.
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Appendix A

A. 1 3D medially-symmetric object reconstruction pro-

gram

As illustrated in Figure A-1, the height H of the object is sampled from a uniform

distribution. 3D Objects can consist of several sub-parts. Without the loss of generality

and for simplicity, we study objects with up-to two sub-parts and circular cross-section.

We sample a cut C along the medial axis of the object using the beta distribution,

resulting in two independent GPs spanning the cut proportions. Since the smoothness

and profile of 3D objects is a priori unknown, we need to do hyper-parameter inference

on the bandwidths LI and L2 of the covariance kernel of the GPs. The resulting

points fgp(x) from GPs are passed to the graphics simulator for lathing based mesh

generation, which results in the generation of IR. During inference, reconstructing

3D objects amounts to calculating the posterior P(S = {H, C, L1 , L2} ID). While

collecting results, we found that running multiple indepedent chains and aggregating

the estimates (MAP or average) gave much better parses. For visualizing the underlying

stochastic process, refer to supplemental video.

The 3D shape program in Figure A-3 could then be roughly formalized as follows:

H ~ Unif orm(ao,bo) and C ~ a, + b, * Beta(1, H)

L, - a, + biBeta(2, 5), x1 = [ao, C]
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Figure A-1: 3D Shape Program Visualization

L2-~ a + biBeta(2, 5), x 2 = [C + 1, bo]

( (i - Xj)
k(', x1) = exp --..- 2L

where p E {1, 2} denote parts and

ini(X) < (i, <) nmax(xP)

f~x f norinalize(gP(O, k(x, < ))) 0 < length(xp)

0 otherwise

IR = 9LATHE({fgp(X)}, {f( ) I2

where min(xi) m max(xi) and nin(x2 ) < n max(x 2 ).

A.2 3D Human Pose Program

It is important to note that this particular program faces a lot of difficulty under clutter

mainly due to lack of robust bottom-up features. Moreover, the graphics program could

be significantly improved by using BlendSCAPE[571 model along with approximately

reasoning about people's clothes for more accurate body-part localization. Please

refer to Figure A-4 to view the probabilistic program. While collecting results, we
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Figure A-2: Inference run-time comparison for face program: We ran 30

independent inference runs each by toggling the inference scheme between single-site

metropolis hastings and elliptical slice proposals. Elliptical moves give significant

speedup to reach a certain level of score. which is expected as single-site updates will

scale linearly with diniensionality of latents.

found that running multiple indepedent chains and aggregating the estiniates (MAP

or average) gave much better parses.

A.3 Generative Face Program

Since the diniensionality of the face program is high (8 sets of 100 dimensional

continuous coupled lateNit variables), singte-site netropolis hastings algorithm is highly

inefficient as the numnber of simulation updates scale linearly with dinensionality of

latents. Picture allows us to easily swap inference schienie, which enabled us to quickly

discover that elliptical slicc NIoves are significantly more efficient than Metropolis-

Hastings proposals (see Figure A-2). While collecting results, we found that running

multiple indepedent chains and aggregating the estimates (MAP or average) gave

much better parses.
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function GP(xs,L)
cov = zeros(length(xs),length(xs))
mu = zeros(length(xs))
for i=1:length(xs)

for j=1:length(xs)
cov = exp(-(xs[i]-xs[j])^2/(2*l^2))

end
end
return mu,cov

end

function PROGRAM(observation-dt)
RES = 120

height = Uniform(5,7.8,1,1)
xs = (0:height/RES:height]
samples = zeros(length(xs))

cut-var = iotm(l,5,1,i)
cutl,cut2 = samplecut(xs height,cutsvar,RES)
11 = 5*Beta(2,5,1,1)
12 = 5*Beta(2,5,1,1)

if length(cutl)>0
mu,cov = GP(xs[cutl],11)
samples [cut1]=MvNormal (mu, cov)
samples(cuti] = normalize(samples [cut1])

end

if length(cut2)>0
mu,cov = GP(xs[cut2],12)
samples [cut2l=MvNo' ';i(mu, cov)
samples[cut2] = normalize (samples [cut2])

end
#camera:(scale,rotation,translation]
camera = [Normal (0.98,0.1,1,3), No.r-a(0,5,1,3),

Uniform(-1,1,1,3)]
#Call Blender API
render = render("profile", samples, "cross-sec", xs, "camera", camera)
edgemap = canny(rendering,1.0);
valid-indxs = np.where(edgemap>O)
D = np.multiply(observationdistance-transform, rendering)
observe(0,NrmaI(0,0.35),D)

end

global observationdistancertransforo

edge-img = canny(imread("test.png"),1.0)
observation-distancetransform = scipy.distance-transform.bf(edgeimg)

TR = trace(PROGRAM,[])
infer(TR, debug-callback,100,"MCMC")

Figure A-3: Picture code for 3D Object Reconstruction via Lathing: Gaussian
Process based 3D reconstruction program of lathe objects. This program samples 3D
shapes with two independent sub-parts. We used probabilistic chamfer distance as
the stochastic comparator.
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function render(hip_location,...,camera)

args = [hip-location,...,camera]

blender.println("cmd: skin-modif ier")

rendered-image = blender.println(args)
return rendered-image

end

function PROGRAM()

sigma_0 = n (10,50,1,1)

hip-location =

elbowR-rotation = xfrmaK(0,sigma_0,1,3); elbowR_location = nifom(-1,1,1,3)

elbowL-rotation = Narma(0,sigma0,1,3); elbowLlocation = nIform(-1,1,1,3)

heelLlocation = iFo(-0.1,0.45,1,3); heelRlocation = Uniform(-0.1,0.45,l,3)

#camera: [scale, rotation, translation]

camera = [NU(0.98,0.1,1,1), ra(0,5,1,3), UnfJor(-1,1,1,2)]

#Call Blender API

rendering = render ("bone-id0", hiplocation.., ...,"camera", camera)

edgemap = canny(rendering,1.0);
valid-indxs = np.where(edgemap>0)
D = np. multiply(otservatn t transfr[valid-indxs], rendering[validindxs])

observe (0 , rC (0, 0. 35) , D)
end

global observatoin_ d:ist ance. _ranstorm

edge-img = canny(imread("test.png"),1.0)

observation-distance transform = scipy.distance-transform-bf(edge-img)

TR = trace(PROGRAM,[1)
infer(TR, debug-callback, 100, "MCMC")

Figure A-4: Picture code for 3D Human Pose: This program use an existing
base mesh of a human body, defines priors over bone location and joints, and enables
armature skin-modifiert141 via Picture's Blender engine API. We used probabilistic
chamfer distance as the comparator.
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